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Philadelphia. They are highly spoken of. A mass for soli, chorus, and orchestra by little Otto 
Me. Wm. J. Henderson concluded last Tuesday a Hegner was recently given in Basel, 
very successful coarse of twenty lectures on the History -w- „ (lW . . ,,, 
of Music, at the New York Collie of Music. * 
In view of the troubles in the World’s Fair Musical „ . , • m, , 
Department and the rumored resignation of Theo. , Rubinstein is the hero of the hour m Berlin, where 
Thomas, Walter Damrosch is talked of as his successor. he h&B been' Paying and conducting his works. 
Under the auspices of the World’s Fair Auxiliary the . The Performance of « Die Walkure ” in Paris resulted 
American College of Masleiaas will hold a congress in m a surprising ovation. Is was a most cordial reception. 
Chicago, Monday, July 3. Leading musicians will take A volume of reminiscences by Hanslick has lately 
part. been published. Some interesting Wagner anecdotes 
In a conversation just before sailing for Europe Arthur are glven- 
Nickisch says American audiences are remarkably wide An unpublished and never performed work By Raff 
in their musical tastes. He also speaks highly of Amer- was recently given at Weimar. It is an orchestra suite 
.lean musical prospects. of five movements. 
An American Composers’ Concert was given at It is said a production of “FalBtaff” is forbidden at 
Chickering Hall, Chicago, lately, at which works by Trieste, with Verdi as conductor, because of fears of an 
Krceger, Morey, Wilson Q-. Smith, MacDowell, Liebling, Irredentist uprising. 
and Bartlett were played. . . Frau Wagner has had a bill introduced into the Aus- 
Mr. Nickisch forfeited $5000, which, with a loss of trian Parliament to lengthen authors’rights to twenty 
$3000 to be received for a Western tour, makes his loss years after their death. 
by his resignation aggregate $8000. He resigns at this m ,, . ,,n. t, • ,, . , , 
time because of ill-health. Tinel> the composer of “ St. Franeiscus,” is at work 
on a new grand oratorio based upon the persecution of 
At the recent Springfield’ (Massachusetts) Festival the the Christians at Rome, 
following choral works were among those given : Verdins The MS. of Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata” has 
Requiem Mass, “ Dream Pictures,” a cantata by 6. E. been discovered by Martin Krause. It differs slightly 
Whiting, and 1 e i fissohn’s ■' Eh] '• ' from the printed ve: sion. 
A successful concert by the New York MSS. Richard Burmeister late of Baltimore, recently con- 
Society was recently given in that city, as was also one ducted his symphonic fantasie with great success in 
by a similar society in Philadelphia. Works of local Berlin, being recalled, three times, 
composers were given in each instance. Hans Richter will not be the conductor of the Bos- 
Mr. Frank Van der Stucken, the composer and ton Symphony^Orchestra, vice Nickisch, resigned, as the 
conductor, was offered the conductorship of the Boston Vienna authorities refused to accept his resignation. 
Symphony Popular Concerts during June and July, but Rubinstein, in his recently published “ Recollections 
was compelled to refuse by reason of European engage- 0f Fifty Years,” says: “ Musical creativeness is at an 
meats. end; it died with the last note of Chopin ant! Schumann.” 
“Wagner and his Works,” in two volumes, by Harry T. Herr Barth, of Berlin, of whom mention has been re* 
Finck, a New York critic, is a most welcome addition to cently made in these notes, is continjdrig his success as 
musical literature. A greater part of the material has a pianist in that city, and is called-^veritable Jupiter at 
been gathered by Mr. Finck himself, and the entire work the piano. 
should be in every musician’s library. The sixtieth anniversary of the birth of Johannes 
Three new works by women, a grand march by Inge- Brahms was celebrated May 7th“y a grand concert by 
horde von Bronsart, of Weimar: a dramatic overture the musical societies of the city (Vienna) under his 
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Questions asfl S,nswei[$. 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment, Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with - things the sa > sheet. In Every Case thb 
Writer’s full Address must be Given, or the questions will 
in. In no cas. rill the writer’s name be prir 
to the questions la The Etude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not recall aattent on.] 
W. M. J.—Yes, there is a caution needed regarding slow practice 
in the line you mention. It is true; doubtless, that is playing a 
slow passage the fingers and hands in the various touches will have 
time to take liberties, to finger incorrectly, differently than if the 
piece was being■ played at its correct tempp. When playing very 
slow, the touch effects are greatly modified, and the musical impres¬ 
sion is enough changed to mislead the pupil as to the content of pas¬ 
sage if slow practice is too long continued. The best plan regarding 
this is to play, the passage up to Its tempo, even at the risk of doing 
sc. with omissions, or even mistakes, but immediately playing it 
slowly several times, then in velocity again, to be followed by slow 
work again. C. W. L. 
K s O.—Ai r i 3 have t s :ej .> n • f mcoj a n ni la t th ) 
accent. But when playing a mazurka, for instance, there are. fre¬ 
quently vigorous accents on the second and third counts. Now, 
these are intended to give the same effect in rhythm that a disson¬ 
ance gives in harmony. All dissonances must- be resolved, there¬ 
fore, mark well the. first regular accent ■ after .these syncopations, or 
irregular accents. This will serve two purposes, making the irregu- 
a sc at ffective, by i rce f i th n ni -ast, nd sa . n< inf 
th i innate feeling whichi - i in ■!> m isical persous for the r > 
laT flow of rhythm. C. W. L. 
S. N. Y.—Leading teachers recommend pupils to sing or pjay the 
violin, because in this way the music has to be thought out before 
rendering it. While in piano playing, too often the pupil plays 
key and i >t without the ight f< i of.rei nisi t l • 
ltimat nd to be sought is to ma the fingc • iln . ■> I it tl e >ul 
and ! *« nsleall cm ves; tl rel t to sing giv the 
..v pra ti« in in ngmusic,and . helps! e fingers nl tl , 
desirable habit of singing what the eyes read. Yes, by all means 
join the choir if you can sing at all, and it will greatly help your, 
powers of expressive and effectual playing. C. W. L. 
E. M. H.—To make yonr pupil play without looking at the key¬ 
board you must help him cultivate his sense of locality. Cover up 
his hands with a piece of sheet music and let him feel his way. If 
he is desirous of doing as you ask he will use the same method for 
his own practice at home. Also have a piece committed to memory 
and play with closed eyes. Appeal also to his reason ; show him 
that he cannot learn to play from notes if he is constantly bobbing 
his head from keyboard to music. H. C. M. 
A. M.P., Lawrence, Kan.—Ensemble playing is playing together. 
Duets, Trios, Quartets, etc., belong to this class of music. 
Mrs. H. F. W., Elma, Iowa.—In anthems where the four parts 
are written on four staves, the tenor part is commonly written, for 
convenience, with a treble or G clef. But since a man’s voice is an 
octave lower than a woman’s, this notation is an octave higher than 
the tenor voice sings. The correct way to play the tenor part, there¬ 
fore, is to play it where it is sung, not where it is written, but an 
octave lower, between the alto and the bass. It makes no difference 
whether the tenor sings in quartet, duet with bass, duet with alto,, 
or what not; his partis probably below the alto and above the bass. 
Consequently that is where it ought to be played. Playing it 
an octave higher simply doubles the part in the octave. There is 
no law against reinforcing parts in this way, but it is not the same 
thing as playing the part correctly according to the composer’s 
intention. 
E. C. A., West Acton, Mass.—I cannot tell you which will give 
the best results, practice on the Technicon or on the Practice Clavier, 
simply because the two contrivances are so totally unlike as to make 
comparison impossible. The use of the Technicon will develop all 
the muscles us?d in piano-playing; but I have yet to learn that any¬ 
body ever claimed that it is possible to learn to play the piano by 
practicl . the rechnico ’ inj1 : extremely good gym 
nasium for the hand; But many excellent musicians and teachers 
believe that practice on the Practice Clavier, in the same,way that 
one would practice on a piano, will enable a pupil to play real music 
on * uicl and bet thai ha i 
- • v ano itself The u >f one doe d way wit he desit 
ability of using the other. Any pianist, whether he the Prac¬ 
tice Clavier or not, can profitably use the Technicon for a few min¬ 
utes every day. Many teachers have both machines in their 
teaching rooms. The use of the Technicon does not do away with 
the necessity - of using technical exercises like Mason’s. The 
amount of time to be spent upon each will vary with circumstances, 
. hnt only a few minutes a day Bhould be devoted to the Technicon, 
. say enough to go througKthe exercises in the book once. 
Concerto is pronounced, con-t'shaare-to, long a, and long o, with 
the accent on the second syllable. Guilmant is pronounced, approx¬ 
imately, Gh'il-mong, the second syllable being a French nasal sound 
for which there is no equivalent in English. 
Mbs. J. E. H., Bloomfield, Ind.—A Phrase Is any short fragment 
of melody which makes sense, but not complete sense. A Section 
includes two or more Phrases. A Period includes two or more Sec- 
tions. Mathews’ “Primer of Musical Forms” will give you full 
and detailed information on this important subject. I am sorry to 
say that some writers use the terms Phrase and Section with mean- 
lag precisely the reverse of those here given, a circnmstance which 
has caused much confusion. In my own teaching, I seek to avoid 
this difficulty by using the term Clause, just as we do in English 
to include two or more Phrases, discarding the term Seotion entirely. 
A Slur is nothing more or less than a curved'line, used well ; Heaven 
only knows what it is used for in many eases. It is probably safe to 
say that it always signifies legato, unless there arc dots used with. It 
at the same time. When it connects t notes, it Is c imonly< led 
a“sh t slur,” the first of tt ilthe 
second is heard, and the sc-. tort and unacc >d. But even 
this rule iB not invariable. Wb , >nd to) coincides with a 
metrical accent, it is mmonly act ite as strongly as the first 
tone. The slur is often used t i lie the limits of phrases; hut 
it is often employed in a. way which nobody can find any sense in; 
being wh> mear jless. Unfortunate I have not the piece you 
mention at hand; but I hope what I have written will enable you to 
judge for yourself. If not, be kind enough to write again and I will 
try to help yo i. .. ' 
Palmer’s Piano'Primer is a good book and is probably as nearly 
authoritative as anything of the sort.—I hardly know what to Bay' 
to your question whether there is any difference in the movement 
of 2-4, and 4-4 time and of 3-2 and 6-4. Any of these meters may 
imply any rate of speed. Minor intervals are simply a semi-tone 
smaller'than major ones; and although they are commonly formed 
from them by lowering the upper tone of the major ones, yet s 
major interval is just m truly transformed into a major one by rais¬ 
ing the lower'tone as by lowering the upper one. - Thus, the interval 
O-E is a major third while C-E-flat is a minor one. But C-sharp E 
is also a minor third. 
A. B.—“Technique,’’ or better, because more English, “ Technic,” 
is a term which, as applied to piano playing, includes all the details 
of mecha lex ution It ludes good i >• is iifferent 
kinds f tou hes lega and tac ngei u,, fas Uty, apes 1 >>- 
perl lance; i rt verythi hi pertains to tl ties .>i> 
side of playing. To be a master of the technic of composition la to 
be familiar ^ h and to have t comman all the resources f msl 
cal expression, tonality, harmony, form, counterpoint, thematic 
treatment, instrumentation, etc. 
Sisters de Notre Dame, St. Louis, Mo.—Ijhave always supposed, 
with you, that “Killarney ” was an Irish song. Whoever wrote it 
down as Scotch probably made a slip. 
Miss H. F., Greenville, N, C., and D.E.M.—There has been a 
great deal of sentimentality written about Beethoven’s Sonata In C 
sharp minor. Op. 27, which Beethoven himself would have been the 
first to repudiate. The romantic stories about Us origin are proba¬ 
bly all mere fabrications. Beethoven bimseif never gave it the title 
“ Moonlight; ” that was done by a publisher to make it sell. I can¬ 
not tell yon what Beethoven meant to “ convey ” by it, because no¬ 
body knows, and because, in all probability, he never meant it to 
convey any ideas whatever, apart from the purely musical ones in 
it. If he had any scene or event in his mind when he wrote it, he 
has not revealed what it was. The feeling in it is plain enough, al¬ 
though it cannot he adequately expressed In words; no more can 
any other feeling. Try to enter into the feeling embodied in the 
music and you will not he likely to go far astray. If it helps you to 
imagine a scene to which the feeling of the music is appropriate, 
there is no harm in it; but do not imagine that the composer neces¬ 
sarily had any such scene in his mind. And I think the better and 
higher way is to identify the music with the feeling without the 
props of words or definite images. J. C. F. 
<5 5 C. L. C.—The figures g ^ mean that you can take yonr choice 
as to which of the two sets of fingers you wish to employ in said 
passage. Either to play the two notes with the fifth finger or use 
the fonrth and fifth. 
In Behr’s “ Lute Serenade ” the grace note is the only one played; 
it is played before the other note in the right hand. 
A. P.—There is a work which describes the scenes and characters 
of the different operas, it is entitled “ Stories of the Opera. PricefiO 
cents. 
N. L. G.—The word “ trio” in the second movement of the min- 
uette and march is derived from the custom of playing that portion 
of the composition on three instruments or three parts, hence the 
name. , 
E. A. W.—There are a number of most excellent schools and con¬ 
servatories of music in this country. You do not give your name 
and address and therefore we can not give you the best one in yonr 
vicinity, hut any of th- large cities now provide the means of the 
best musical education. If yon will read the columns of The Etude 
you will see a number of the most excellent schools advertised. 
Write to them for circulars. 
W. J. M. N.—You ask for some studies of the same grade of diffi¬ 
culty of Loesohhorn Op. 65, No. I. The following are some of the 
best of the newer sets. Biehl Op 44, No. 1 ; Gurlitt Op. 82, No. 1; 
Mathews’ Graded Course Vol. 1 and Landon’s .Studies for Piano> 
wl • <•> Just on J r studies to come bet veen Op 55 rad Op 66 
of Loeschhorn the following will answer, Vogt Op. 124; Biehl Op, 
81; Gurlitt Op. 50; L. H. Sherwood Etudes, Book I. 
The names of Part Song for a chorus of forty is perhaps best an- 
swered by statl > any of the larjj de - sill , 
Bel tioi -■< fun-. )n tc • an all no desired, Tbi v 1 allot 
yon to make the best selection possible. 
C. G. T.—The recent authorities now use the “ standard ” finger, 
ing of the chromatic scale exclusively. The rale for this fingering 
is: Third fingers on all black keys; first thumb of right hand on 
■ all of the white keys but G and F, these to be played with the 
second finger. The second finger of the left hand plays IS and B, 
the other keys the same as for the right hand. C. W. L. 
V. B. F.—Young pupils often look: first at the notes for one hand 
and then for the other without really reading either, thus causing a 
break and halt in their reading. Beginners usually play more of 
melody than of harmony, therefore the rule adopted by many good 
teachers: Always read for and fix the position of the right hand 
notes first, and always take the: necessary time for concise reading. 
C. W. L. 
8. Y. U.—The first great necessity in technic is to Becure a loose 
arm, wrist, hand, and fingers, therefore the hand or wrist touch 
should be taught in the first lessons. It not only Is called into 
practical use for expressive playing as soon as p; Bees Are t idled, 
but it soonest secures a go d legato touch, bet.- isi if the loosening 
of the muscles and joints used in playing, and because of the con¬ 
trast of effect. 0. W. L. 
.8. W. A.—Scale-playing can1 easily be made interesting by re¬ 
quiring accents, and by giving the scale in forms that require 
thought, and by the “velocity” practice. This-subject is ex¬ 
haustively treated in the- Mason Scale and Arpeggio hooks of 
technic. C. W. L. 
C. B. F.’—Nearly every pupil would be improved by trying to 
write' out melodies that have been heard, or trying to pick them 
out on the keyboard. This latter practice is to be earnestly en- 
couraged. This is true from the fact that the greatest successes 
come through the ability of the pupil to make his fingers “ sing ” 
what his heart feels, and this is cultivated best by such memory¬ 
playing. No possible harm can come: from it, especially if the 
pupil is following a course: of well-planned instruction, it is es- 
i ' iallj valual >ra ce to lis l to piece i »• o find in what 
time they are written, and particularly trying to notice the phras¬ 
ing and the climax of each. Teachers should give the pupil 
practice in this at each lesson by playing to them new music. 
C. W. L. 
S. W. Y.—1. The short and long curved lines, the V marks, and 
the many dots and .letters, etc., a •) so many indications by the 
composer or editor how the composition should be played. The 
mere notes are !but an outline Of the piece; its real music is 
brought out by a careful observance of all that'these many marks 
demand. Hence the necessity of studying with a good teacher 
who teaches the meaning of all these marks used in editing music. 
2. Your second question is nearly answered by the first. The 
reason why players of about the same ability make the same piece 
sound bo differently Is because one brings out all that the marks, 
lines, dots, curves, etc., of the editing demands, while the other 
plays by caprice and fancy, paying no attention to them. C. W. L. 
0. L. W.—There are many reasons why lessons should be begun 
early in life, and that the teacher should be one of the beBt. 
Perhaps, the most important and best reason of all is generally 
overlooked, which Is, when the pupil is young, he more easily and 
readily learns to express his musical feelings through his fingers. 
It becomes second nature to him more thoroughly. Therefore, 
pupils who begin early are by far the best musicians, as a rule. 
C. W. L. 
F. R. E.—The best teachers of beginners are now using chaste 
simple, and musically easy-to-understani melodies, instead of so 
many exercises, fir the purpose of developing the inner feeling for 
refined music, and for helping the pupil to more surely and freely 
express his musical feeling through bis fingers. One cannot 
express a thing unless he feels it, therefore the music used must 
be intense in its musical qualities—music that will appeal to a 
child’s taste; this gives him something real and tangible to 
express. Mere exercises of the five-finger kind, scales without 
accents, etc., are purely mechanical, and have as little to do with 
musical development as garden-making or dish-washing. If music 
is to be learned, real music must be studied. 0. W. L 
EAE TBA1HING-. 
Anton Seidl, in a recent interview, said :— 
“Yon ask me what people are to do to detect the 
mnsical ear, particularly what parents are to do when 
interested in the education of their child. I suppose yon 
know that this is in one respect a difficult question, and 
one at the same time that leaves very little to say. But 
it seems to me that there is nothing to be advised except 
this, that the parents shall seek the judgment, of a musi¬ 
cian. I do not see what else they can do. I know, too, 
that this is not a completely satisfactory course in every 
case, for I suppose it is true that many teachers take 
pupils knowing that they have not a good ear.” 
“ Is it not easier to detect a good or a bad ear in a 
recalls th n in an instrumentalist 1 
“ It certainly is. In the case of a voice trial the 
musician has only to play or sing a brief passage—a few 
notes—and ask the pupil to follow. A few such trials 
of the voice will indicate beyond doubt whether a be¬ 
ginner hasjthe necessary foundation of a true ear. 
“ Of coarse, there might be cases where the ear was 
not perfect and where a general trial might seem favor¬ 
able; but no person whose ear, whose sense of harmony, 
was seriously defective could possibly escape detection 
in such an examination as this. 
“In the instance of a performer the case is undoubt¬ 
edly somewhat different. When the trial is not through 
the voice but through an instrument, it cannot be finished 
in one effort. Nothing bat a mnsical study will bring 
out the ear defect of a pnpil who does not siDg. In a few 
lessons, particularly in the case of an instrument like a 
violin, the defect will appear if it is to appear. 
“ Bnt there ufno rule that s r one couh set down for 
finding that a person had no ear, any more than there is 
& rule for finding whether^ person has positive apti¬ 
tude. Either trait will appear and r trial by a person 
competent to make that trial,” 
METHOD. Don’t as® two muscles when one will do the work. To 
- sum it all up then, we are to produce every effect by the 
by Frederick l. lawrenoe. simplest and the fewest motions possible. If this rale is 
- .well followed, a vast amount of time will be saved; 
Upon the pianoforte there are players, and there are There are, of course, some exaggerated motions that are 
also players; there are teachers and again teachers; and sometimes practiced for the sake of quicker development 
who ever heard of two great teachers who had tbe same of certain muBcles, 'bat lor that purpose only. • 
method? We hear of the “old school,” of the “new All study should be arranged so that it is progressive, 
school,” of Prof. So and So’s method, of this, that and How •many people we see.who. can play nothing is an 
the other technic. Plainly, then, method may mean a artistic manner, and yet who may have studied music 
variety of things, confusing things too, and the multi- for years. The trouble is just here; they have not 
plying of methods may hinder and render obscure the studied progressively. One week on one piece, the 
very ends they were intended to accomplish and make next on something else, perhaps here and there a little 
plain. dab of technics, but nothing that has taken them step by 
There are, I believe, a great many earnest, faithful step nearer the heights. They have spread their butter 
students of music who are so situated that they cannot too thin. A pound of butter is a good deal, but Bpread 
enjoy the privilege of personal instruction and study it over a hundred loaves of bread and it is but a very 
under our beBt teachers. These students read avari- little. Don’t practice over too much ground. Thor- 
ciously everything they can find by or about our eminent oughly conquer every point taken up. A difficulty only 
musicians, and no doubt sincerely endeavor to apply the half conquered is sure to come up some time in the 
ideas in their own work. Unless there is already a future, greatly to your annoyance. Above all things 
goodly sum of musical intelligence and wisdom in the have patience. Practice as if you had every desire but 
head of the pupil, there will result a method which no expectation of ever playing any better, and ' were 
perhaps might well be called a cork-screw method, content to play the same thing for the next ten years. 
Not straight to the point at all events. Keeping at it doggedly, persistently, and eternally, must 
When a person is going to talk on a subject, listeners and will bring success, 
usually want to know what he means by his subject. 
For that reason I shall define method. Method is a 
specific, a reasonable, and a progressive way of accom¬ 
plishing a certain result. Every result obtained in any m 
department of science or art must have had some ^ 
method behind it to push it on to perfection. Hence 
every student must have his method, or he will be like ^ ^ 
the proverbial boat at sea without rudder, chart, or 
compass. In exactly the proportion in which he follows ^ v 
a method will be his success. More, it is far better to ^ 
follow a poor method than none at all, but immeasurably 
better to follow a good than a poor one. Still, no matter 
how perfect the method, it will not apply invariably to 
every pupil, for the mental characteristics and physical 
formations of no two persons are exactly alike. One 
may need muscular development; another more acute 
nerves; still another may lack all sense of rhythm, or ^ec 
tonal relations, while possessing the first two in a sur¬ 
prising degree. Therefore it follows that what is proper 
for one might be a simple waste of time for another. 
Only the experienced teacher can judge of these ® 
things intelligently and apply the necessary remedy. I ^er 
think a great many times that the piano teacher has to wou 
show about as much skill, in the prescriptions that he moi: 
writes fo hie urn*.- musically sick, as does e physi- W0B 
cian for his physically sick patients. It is manifestly 
impossible-to lay down any rules that will invariably _ in 
apply. There are certain broad principles, however, 
that can be followed, and if the pupil possesses a fair ^orn 
amount of common sense and judgment; he may form a aan 
method of his own that cannot carry him far astray. an<^ 
In regard to the position at the piano: the seat should 
be high enough so that the elbows will be on a line with a|30 
the level of the keys. Why ? ‘Because that position will PiaI 
give the easiest control of the hands and arms when we maE 
come to get the proper position of those important ma5 
members. From the top of the forearm at the elbow to ^ou< 
the knuckle joints should be a straight line. Why? 
Each muscle as it moves rubs against others, and with "M 
the straight line there? is less friction to he overcome som 
than in other positions. Consider how difficult you - teac 
would find it to pull much of a weight with a rope wound mat 
hall round a tree. The fingers should be curved so that bals 
the ends, and not the ball, will be in contact with the som 
keys. The reason is evident;' a little experience will or c 
make it plain to any one. With the hand in proper helj 
position lift a finger as high as possible, keeping it. whi 
curved. Then lift it again aB high as^OBsible, with the way 
finger straight. In both cases it moved the same dis- get 
tance at , bi • out t-1 tin 3 as far at the i 
end w It might ter- thrc 
eating to figure up how many miles of waste movement raec 
one would make within a given time by playing with wor 
straight fingers. • day 
All finger motion should come from the knuckle of the unhomelike surroundings, 
joint, without any assistance from the hand. The ib to be had by being usher, but 
reason? You will use more muscles than you need, friend to secure this position. 
EDITOBIAL BTOTES 
Culture out in Chicago.—“I understand,” said Mrs. 
Connoisseur, as she Swept into her box at the Audito¬ 
rium, “that Max Bendix is to play the solo parts to¬ 
night.” “ Ain’t that nice!” responded Mrs. Parvenus. 
“He’s a regular masterpiece on the fiddle.” . “ Ahem, 
yeB. HadyouheardthathehasaStradivarius?” “No! 
Is it possible? ” “ I heard so.” “ Where did the poor 
fellow get it ?’ ’ They say he got it a year or two ago, in 
Europe.” “Well, that’s just awful. Can’t nothin’ be 
done for him? ’Spose he’ll go, just like Barrett. Seems 
as if the cholera and all them dreadful diseases comes 
from Europe, and”—the rest was drowned by the beat¬ 
ing of the kettle-drum.-— Chicago Journal. 
HEART, BRAINS, AND FINGERS. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
All pianistic movements must be practiced until 
they become automatic,” say the authorities. But this 
is only the mechanical side of a great musical truth, 
for the fingers of the pianist must “sing ” the music as 
the throat of the vocalist sings the melody. As the voice 
has an appropriate tone-color for every shade of emo¬ 
tion, so can the fingers be trained to express upon the 
keyboard every shade of feelingby the means of various 
kinds of touch and dynamic shades. This broader 
technic is obtained by the right development of the 
innate germ of music, by the right cultivation of the 
musical consciousness. 
Prominent teachers of music are searching ont the 
gecret processes of the mind in its intricate relations to 
simply gaining a mechanical dexterity on the keyboard. 
To those students who are studying for the profession of 
teaching, this new education gives them the underlying 
reasons, whys and- wl , and . fund il 
which is put into a practical and working form for them 
its use when they shall become teachers. It is further 
valuable in that it not only gives the student a control- 
able mnBical technic, in the place of a mechanical, but 
this method of study greatly develops the innate con¬ 
sciousness of music, and so doubly advances the pupil. 
It. is a universal experience with players, in times of 
what they call inspiration, to easily play passages that 
before teen aim tinsurmount ; aspira¬ 
tion, or was the player then enabled to bring his fingers 
under the direct control of his inner musical conscious¬ 
ness? For an answer it may be said, that the player, if 
he has the ability to critically observe the inner work¬ 
ings of his musical consciousness, will find that his 
the production of musical effects by other means than ■ fingers can express his musical emotions with the same 
the voice. It is now understood why the fingers more 
rapidly attain the ability to automatically express the 
musical emotions by being under the full control of the 
mind and ' innate musical consciousness. It has been 
found that the mind must have command of the mus¬ 
cles, and of the nerves controlling them, by a direct 
connection with the inner feeling of music. Those 
pupils vho are highly gifted with msical talent learn 
rapidly and easily because the innate musical germ in 
them is strong enough to express itself through the 
fingers, rather than through the more natural medium 
of the voice. ' -- 
No eminently successful teacher among our American 
musicians tries to teach a pupil by playing a passage and 
telling him to make it sonnd as he has just heard it 
played, but instead, the teacher analyzes the phrase for 
its emotional and technical Bpntent, and. shows the 
pupil how to bring these out in the best, easiest, and 
mpst musical manner, what touch to use, why to use 
such and such a touch, and sees and hears the pupil 
give a more or less finished example of the passage 
mdei c ns lera m. i - re studied and analyzed 
to find ont their deepest emotional meaning, then ways 
are adapted to bring out their fullest expression most 
Fee ivelj H pupil ta ghfc hov to work up all diffic lit 
passag sin Ms m ce nd tl net ssifr anr ed pon 
him of * complete!} verco 11 g 11 tec lie *i lifiac iltie 
ths his mind ai i he t * j ij be mtrammeled for gi ng 
out a Ml: > I free ex ires ion . f the music is >• is ' al 
This oi * >lt e c ntrol t • » • m« h nical and f ;chi i al 
by the emotions and intellect has been secured by the 
help of analysis and minute observation of every move¬ 
ment in all parts and joints used in playing, and by 
gaining a control of the inner sensations that make the 
arms, ban Is a id fit ge rs m >ve in , givs. n ma mer. 
Furthe more these mo ement and feel ngs tha 
( o itrt 1 them ar« li iked tc h music il < one jiot sness, 
whi h t is in Is * d rect .1 a »r el for mi in finge s 
sing " a is inward!} * jn a it ed jit b * teaeheri 
now leading their pupils according to the ways of nature, 
from within outward, developing the inner germ of 
mush tofi •! ts manife tation through a mu .• 1 technic 
not % tlis reverse process, not by requiring pupils to 
learn folios of dry and unmusical exercises in years of 
mechanical, unmusical and haphazard practice. 
Eminent teachers have closely observed the arm, hand, 
and finger movements of great pianists, and have taken 
lessons themselves of these artists, that they might- dis¬ 
cover and critically analyze the details of how the dif¬ 
ferent kinds of touch, with their resultant effects, are 
produced. The “ New Education,” with its help from 
the science of psychology, has given hints upon which 
to farther experiment, resulting in new discoveries which 
have led to a shortening of the time necessary for the 
acquirement of a musical in place of a mechanical 
technic. The great essentials which niajas the musician 
rather than the player are left to inborn talent and to 
chance by the old line teachers, but these subtle elements 
are now taught and put into control of the pupil by those 
teachers who are in tonch with the best modern ideas in 
teaching. One of the most valuable features of this 
newer education is, that it makes practice interesting 
from the first, aat! ss rapidly advances the pupil, for he 
ewm m<& feds that fee is learning music rather than 
fri et oi, h >• the t > alt rgai - oi a sit gei m ke t i if< st 
his goal-felt impressions of a melody. 
Men who are eminent in science have caught and 
tamed the lightning, one of the most striking manifes¬ 
tations of supernatural power, and have brought it under 
bondage to mankind. Eminent musicians have caught 
and tamed pianistic aspiration, on« of the grandest 
emotions of the soul, and brought it under control, so 
that it is now the servant and not the master of our 
artists. The telegraph, the telephone, and the dynamo, 
represent the first, the technicon, the practice clavier 
and Mason’s touch and technic the latter. 
LISZT AID CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS. 
SOI E DEDUCTIONS FROM PA EREWSKI 3 
PLAYING. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
[There l8so much of practical benefit to students of piano in the " 
following critlq'pTofi'PaderewHkrsplaying that we would call the 
attention of our readers to it. And we would recommend a 
thoughtful consideration of the; statements made.—Editor “ The 
Etude.”] 
The foundation of Paderewski’s popularity is his uni¬ 
formly musical tone, and the appealing quality of his 
touch, which is of such character that it makes very 
little difference what he plays, since everything he plays 
sounds so well. No matter how simple the piece, there 
is alwavs iu it when he plays it a something which makes 
it noble and interesting. While, on the other hand, no 
matter how difficult nor how abstruse the composition may 
be, when he plays it there is always time to treat it with 
the same care, and it comes to the hearer as music, and 
you forget to think of the playing. Indeed, Paderew¬ 
ski’s technique is something wonderful, when one thinks 
of the repose and clearness, with which he does every¬ 
thing; and when one reflects further how much difficulty 
is added to a difficult passage by doing it with a great « 
emphasis and bravura, and at the same time with a re¬ 
pose which never loses itself. 
There is, however, in Paderewski’s playing a certain 
teaching implied which probably Paderewski himself 
would not be conscious of. It means a new way of 
eliciting tone from the piano. \ The most pronounced 
characteristic of Paderewski’s playing is his very 
abundant use of what I am in the habit of calling “up ” 
touches; by which is meant all kinds of touches in 
which the hand or finger spring^ away from the piano 
instead of falling upon the key alnd remaining there— 
for however a short time. All of Paderewski’s heavy 
chords, most of his emphatic tones, and all his brilliant 
passages, are played with what Mason calls the 
‘‘elastic ” touch. The peculiar quality of his melody 
playing depends upon a highly sensitive and vitalized 
condition of every point of the finger; as distinguished 
from the inert condition of the finger-points, which, ac¬ 
cording to the idea of the conservatories and many 
t« acher i, on 4 1t< foi m the i taple * f prastiee. 
The use of these tonches is not new with Paderewski. 
Leopold de Meyer, fifty years ago, used similar elastic 
touches. Dr. William Mason also has always been an 
advocate of them, and has always used them and taught 
them. Rafael Joseffy made so much use of the elastic 
touch in passages required to be played legato, that the 
critics, without attending to the testimony of their ears, 
which would have told them that he secured tone-con¬ 
nection by means of the pedal, rushed into print 'with 
the assertion that he could not play legato. Moreover, 
Joseffy is a good proof of the value of these touches in 
producing musical tone ; for it is well known to all that 
this artist has always obtained a peculiarly pleasing 
quality of tone, and has always been a strong drawing 
card, in proportion to the intelligence of the andiences 
before which he has played. 
These circumstances, taken together with the pheno¬ 
menal experience of Paderewski, seem to me to warrant 
the question whether the current teaching concerning 
the proper methods of eliciting tone from the' piano are 
; wrong, or at least incomplete. If the use of these 
elastic touches imparts to the tone an agreeable, vital, 
, and highly musical quality, as can be heard in Paderew¬ 
ski’s playing at every moment of his work, would it not 
be possible to impart something of this to the playing of 
pupils in the lower grades ? Why should it be necessary 
for the pupil to go through a long course of purely 
■ mechanical and inexpressive playing before being 
i allowed to take tone quality into consideration ? - 
Moreover, experience snows that when a habit of 
l purely mechanical use of the fingers has been acquired, 
' the ear fails to become sensitive, and it is very difficult 
i indeed to remake such players into musical performers. 
4 Two things have to be done for them: first, make them 
. musical (which will be a question of musical experi- 
) enc/sj; and second, give them the mechanism of; ex- 
3 pressive touch. Then the third thing is to connect the 
l mechanism with the sense of music so thoroughly that 
i they will become habitual, and automatic, 
b It will not be possible to afford the average Btudent 
Very interesting, naturally, are Liszt’s opinions of ; 
le Jing coi j sera although -V * are nfi pent i this e s ught t r s o c c  
very mountain of letters. * To Robert Schumann he ,
writes as early as 1838 that he has played the “ Carni- v
val ” and the “ Fantasy Pieces ” with rapture; yes, that, 
frankly confessed, only the compositions of Chopin and 
Schumann awaken strong interest within him. A re- 
markable confession this, since as. far as playing them 
publicly, Liszt ignored Schumann’s works all Schu- 
mann's life long. Later he repented of it, and with e n-
beautiful fairness did public penance. Henselt’s 
“ Etudes,” on the other hand, for which Schumann 
raved, he found below their reputation, and beheld in 
the composer only a mediocrite distinguee. His ideal 
was Chopin. He defends him against W. von Lenz, 
who makeR too much of the influence of the Parisian 
salons on Chopin. “ His soul was unharmed ; and his 
music remains transparent, wonderful, ethereal, incom- 
parably genial. Chopin has in him something of the -
angel and of the fairy ; more, yet—the heroic chord has 
never vibrated with such brilliancy, so passionately, and 
with such new power as in his 1 Polonaiers.’ ” As to 
Schnmann’s opera, “Genoveva,” Lfezt has the bright
idea that it is the ‘ sister of ‘ Fidelio,’ but lacks Leo- 
nore’s pistol.” To Rubinstein, in 1854, Liszt writes a r -
letter extremely friendly and at the same time honest in 
its warning: “ I prize your compositions, and find much 
in them to praise—-with' a few; exceptions, which point; 
nearly every one, to the fact that your extraordinary fer- n
tility has not allowed yon, as yet, time to give to your
wor.ks an individual stamp, or to file them more. It is
not enough to work out; one must also work over.” 
Compared with Liszt’s prevailing tendency to praise and
to praise strongly, this utterance is the more remarka-
ble. or Saint Saens Liszt entertained high • v . < t i j t r < j i n > 
indeed, admiration. He calls his mass a grand, a most  :
remarkable work, surpassing all moderns in this style,
in its impulse of feeling, religious character, and complete ep-f
technical mastery. Liszt begs for the manuscript of this
“ extraordinary work, thatdesetves aplace between Bach
and Beethoven ” Somewhat strong praise 1 To the
pianist, Dionys Pruckner, now professor at the Stuttgart
Conservatory, he writes regarding the master, Czerny ; more than a very small percentage of Paderewski’s fine 
“ Of all living composers who have made a specialty of musical feeling. This is the exponent of a phenomen- 
the piano and piano playings! know no one whose views 
and judgment are so sound.” .He also gives the follow-, 
ing characteristic advice: “It is very essential that you 
appear frequently before the public, in order to feel at 
home before it. In private, our long life through, we 
have to study, to think out, to ripen while working, and 
to come as near as possible to* the ideal in our art. But 
when we step upon the concert stage, the feeling must 
not leave us, that through our conscientious efforts seri¬ 
ously persisted in we stand a little higher than the pub¬ 
lic, and. as S -biller said, have to demonstrate our share 
in the dignity of man. Let us not be misled by false 
modesty, and let ns hold fast to the true modesty, which 
is far more difficult to practice and Isas often found.”— 
Musical II erald. 
illj r fin* t! and hi t Ij mu 1 organii itsq cult n d 
almost to perfection. But it is quite possible to so 
teach that all pupils, those* of the second and third 
grade jio less than those of the highest grades, shall be 
able to touch the piano in an expressive manner, and 
become possessed of most of the tone-shades which 
Paderewski nses- It will then be possible for these 
players to interest their hearers in any music whatever, 
... as tl feel it and .* ‘ * < • order 
to accomplish this result it will be necessary to give the 
pnpil the use of the full playing apparatus from the very 
beginning.' Touch is the central thing in piano playing, 
but this ingredient is commonly left until the last. And 
this is the lesson, as I think, which w® ought to learn 
.fircraa Paderewski's playing.—Musical Msoor&^ . 
THE LADIES' PIANO CLUB. 
BY: JttDiMI > 
Min and I are very enthusiastic about music,— 
luny, our friends think. Min often comes in to see me ; 
•we play our favorite duos, we talk about oar: favorite 
composers and the last musical book we've read, for we 
buy all the musical literature we can hear of, we confide 
to each other our aims and aspirations, which are some¬ 
thing above the ordinary—high-falutin our friends say. 
One morning Min came in to see me, it was shortly 
after we had been reading the Life of Mendelssohn ; We 
discoursed on our favorite topic, as usual, but suddenly 
I had a new idea: I have a great many original ideas 
—preposterous my friends say. Said I, “Min, let’s 
go to Europe and visit Mendelssohn’s birthplace and— 
Min, who is eminently practical, said we couldn’t 
afford it, and I had to admit we couldn’t, so I suggested 
that we do something to make ourselves illustrious. 
“Couldn’t we get up a Piano Club?” Min said she 
didn’t believe we could get any one to join it, but I had 
.. suddenly made up my mind that a Piano Club would be 
just the thing, and I very seldom give up any idea I 
*have got in my head : 1 have a great deal of decision 
of character,—stubbornness my sister calls it. 
We talked the matter over for some time, and I told 
Min if she would ask Sal and Viola, and Fan, and Allie, 
I would interview Clara and Lou, and May and Sara. 
A week from that day we met at Min’s house and 
organized. Min made a speech, in which she said that 
the object of the Ladies’ Piano Club should be to hear 
as much of the music of the great composers as possible, 
to become acquainted with the chief incidents in their 
lives, to develop a critical, judgment of the music we 
heard, to have a stimulus to practice, to gain freedom in 
playing before others, and to help to encourage each 
other, especially those who were teachers, in every pos¬ 
sible way. She said that a musical library might be 
formed in connection with the Club, and suggested that 
each member should donate one or more books as a 
nucleus of a library. 
There were eighteen girls present and Min U. Etto 
was elected President. She was to oversee things 
generally and furnish new ideas to make the Club a 
success. Allie Gretto, who is very enthusiastic in 
whatever she undertakes, was made Vice President, and 
Musical Director. Instead of a Secretary we had a 
Historian, who was to write a-sketch of each meeting in 
a big book, and Fan Dango was selected for that 
position. We chose Fan Taisie for Treasurer, and one 
of her duties was to call the Toll at each meeting. 
It was decided to meet around at. the houses of 
the different members once a fortnight: Each mem¬ 
ber was to put twenty-five cents into the Treasurer’s box 
at each meeting; if not punctual, or failing to attend, 
would be fined ten cents additional. The first money 
was to be used to subscribe for three musical periodicals, 
—“The Etude,” of Philadelphia, for the benefit of 
teachers; 11 Music,” of Chicago, to help develop our 
critical judgment; and “The Musical Courier,” of New 
York, as a chronicle of current events in the musical 
world. These papers were to circulate, and each mem¬ 
ber had but one day to peruse the number coming to 
her, before passing it on to the next^ 
The first meeting was a great success, there were 
twenty-five members and twenty-eight volumes were given 
for the library. We met at different houses for three 
months, the subjects being Scarlatti, and Bach, for two 
meetings, then Handel, Haydu and Mozart. Fan 
Taisie always began promptly at the hour to call the 
roll, for Bhe said musicians must always be on time. 
Each one as her name was called walked up to the box 
and deposited her fee. Then Fan Dango read the 
report of the last meeting, which, as it was meant to be 
handed down to posterity, was gotten up in a very witty 
style. After this reading, Allie Gretto announced the 
list of pieces to be performed and called npon the 
essayist of the day to read her sketch of the composer 
chosen: this sketch was never allowed to exceed tea 
minuteB. Allie arranged each programme so that it 
should occupy no more than one hour, including the 
criticisms which were allowed after each piece; these 
criticisms, Min had decided, should always be on the 
character of the music and never on the execution of it* 
“We do not meet to criticise each other,” she said, 
“but to learn all we can about the styles of different 
composers.” After the musical programme, the Reporter 
read her condensed account of the doings of the musical 
world, and then there were thirty minuteB left: Min 
had suggested a feature for this last half hour, which 
has proved very interesting. She said questions en¬ 
closed in envelopes and unsigned could be dropped in a 
bok on entering, and this time would be devoted to dis¬ 
easing them. I remember the first question was how 
to make pupils play two against three : Allie told her 
way, Mrs. B. Sharp explained her way and I told my 
way. This last half hour is great fun, as no one knows 
' who has asked the question, and the subjects considered 
are so varied, we extract a great deal of instruction, as 
well as amusement from our discussions. 
After the first six meetings, we decided to have a 
permanent room, as our membership had increased to 
thirty-six. For a long time we could find no suitable 
place, till I happened to think of our ball-room 
The room is 40 feet long and 25 wide: Every bit of 
the wall above the wainscoting is covered with cancelled 
postage stamps. Old Aunt Tabby was trying to collect 
a million, for what purpose no one knows, and after her 
death we found over 30 calico bags, each containing a 
thousand stamps; these Bub seized upon, and he and 
his chums amused themselves pasting them on the walls ; 
as there are stamps of every hue, the effect is soft and 
pleasing. 
We girls painted the floor and hung up draperies of 
cheesecloth over the windows. We had a curtain pole put 
up near the ceiling, on which we hung curtains of double- 
faced Canton flannel, thus dividing the room into two. 
I had my grand piano moved in and we hired an upright, 
so we could practice music for two pianos. One-half of 
the room is the Music roopa, the other half we call the 
Library and Reading room. The Music room is open 
to the Club Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, but 
the Reading room is accessible at all times. Fan 
Taisie donated an old-fashioned book case for the circu¬ 
lating library, which now numbers over fif;y volumes, 
and Matthew Mattis,a friend of Allie’s, with a genius for 
tools, made us a lovely music stand with compartments 
for 2, 4, 6 and 8-handed music, and for our periodicals. 
We took some cash from the treasury and sent for some 
symphonies and overtures, for 4 and 8 hands, in the 
Peters Edition This is the music the members intend to 
practice on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons: we 
intend not only to become familiar with the standard 
overtures and symphonies, but to improve greatly in 
prima vista playing. 
- In my next letter I am going to tell you how we 
dedicated our room, how we got it adorned with musical 
pictures and the busts of some of the great composers : 
I will tell you all about the books in our library and 
some of the new ideas Min has originated for next 
season. I think there would be more Piano Clubs 
formed if people only knew how pleasant and instructive 
they were. 
hand. If in this way you realize and feel the music as 
I >u " ad m' yc > ire mu 1 nth® game j osition as . 
conductor, and are likely to act very muen as he does 
on reaching ? flimaz :>• endii g a phrase, 
It is of the greatest importance that an exact mental 
image be created, for the emotions, as stirred by the 
3 mer i» • ining of ... n i si d pend uj > i h cle* rn ss 
of conception. It is comparatively easy to follow the 
n< 1 s 1 sep lie ti ne an 1 in a j. aeri * way g< t an id • of 
the ell ’J and contei i the music. The crucible in 
yhiefa are transformed all the infix te varieties of expres 
sion is the bOuI. Here lies the distinguishing mark be¬ 
tween the bora artist and the man of dull emotion. The 
pianist who finds himself lacking in emotional and intel¬ 
lectual expression as well as technical ability can receive 
great benefit from this way of reading music. Clementi, 
Mpzart, Heller, Schubert and other writers of this grade 
might be mentioned as necessarily preliminary to the 
study of Beethoven and the best modern writers. The 
careful analysis that must accompany this method of 
study requires a knowledge of singing and harmony. 
Those who find themselves weak on the technical side, 
or are poor readers, would find this mental reading a 
great boon. If music is a language, why should not the 
musician be expected to read that language in all its 
forms ? The modern masters are, technically speaking, 
beyond most of us. We can yet bear them with delight 
by exercising this most distinctive of all faculties—ab¬ 
stract thought. Finally, let me say that those who lack 
on the practical side should make this a means of becom¬ 
ing better performers, rather than follow it for its own 
sake, which is in itself an abstract and theoretical ac¬ 
complishment, and can be acquired by any one who has 
a right to lay a professionaldaim to the Divine Art.— 
Exchange. 
BEADING MUSIC MENTALLY. 
BY O. D. REYNOLD. 
BEETHOVEN. 
Thebe goes a man with rapid pace, 
His shadow falls through sun-lit space, 
He leaps o’er thicket, field and bar, 
And all his strivings are afar. 
Rushing torrents impede his way, 
He dashes through the blinding spray, 
Boon he mounts the other shore, 
Moves on unfalt’riDg as before. 
He now among the craggy heights, 
Is seen prepared to take his flights ; 
The wondering world draws back alarmed, 
He si rings o’er boundless depths unharmed. 
What others find toil, to him is play, 
They crown him victor of the day; 
No highway has he made for man, 
Such a one was Beethoven. 
Translated from the German by Thko. Presses. 
Gbellpazkb. 
CONGRESS 
[Annottnc ement. ] 
OF THE AMERICAN 
MUSICIANS. 
COLLEGE OF 
It is frequently the case that the profession of music 
is taken np too late in life: The lack of early advantages 
and training has dwarfed and smothered many an artist. 
All saccess is not pluck. It is to such that I would 
most earnestly recommend systematic work in thinking 
music abstractedly. 
Familiar mnsic should be selected for the first attempt 
—music that has but one melody, like the Clementi 
Sonatinas. 
The first readings must be slow, that the effect may be 
carefully thought out and the time preserved. . It will be 
found fjhat there are passages of which the mind does 
sat at once make out a clearly defined meaning. In 
these keep up the time,-even though the effect is obscure. 
Perhaps the tempo was taken at a too fast pace, pr the 
music was too difficult. After the movement has been read 
through, return to the obscure passages, and study sepa¬ 
rately each part. In order to make the mind active and 
the effect vivid, the tempo should be gradually worked up 
to a fast speed and all the accents strongly marked in the 
mind. It is also advisable is beat the time with the 
Under the auspices of the World’s Fair Auxiliary, the 
American College of Musicians will hold a Congress in 
Chicago, Monday, July 3d. It is expected that this 
meeting will be extremely interesting. Addresses are 
anticipated from President Bowman, of New York; 
Past-Secretaries Wilson G. Smith, of Cleveland, and 
Albert A. Stanley of the University of Michigan ; Secre¬ 
tary Robert Bonner, of Providence, R. I.; Chairman of 
the Pianoforte Examiners, Albert Ross Parsons, of 
New York ; Past Chairman of the Pianoforte Examin¬ 
ers, Dr. William Mason, of New York, and others. 
It is also expected that the College will have the 
honor of the presence of and an address from the dis¬ 
tinguished Secretary of the College of Organists, Lon¬ 
don, England, E. H. Turpin, Mua. Doc. Oxon., who 
with Dr. J. F. Bridge, the renowned organist and choir¬ 
master at Westminster Abbey, and Sir John Stainer, 
Professor of Music at the University of Cambridge, have 
been invited by the Auxiliary to formally represent 
England in this Congress of Musicians. Dr. Turpin 
will speak on “ The value of Examinations and Degrees 
in Music as a stimulus to thorough preparation for a 
Musical Career.” As Hon. Secretary of the London 
College of Organists, he has had wide opportunity to 
study this problem. 
The meeting will be open to all musicians as well as 
to the general public, and a large attendance of the 
members and graduates of the American College of 
Musicians is probable. No one interested in higher 
mnsical education can afford to be absent, and it is also 
expected that delegates representing several other gov- 
ernmpnts will be present as gneBts of the World’s Fair 
Auxiliary. 
The first week in July will be the great one, from a 
musical standpoint, of the whole season. 
There will be two examinations this year, one in-New 
York City, commencing Tuesday. June 27th, and one 
in Chicago, commencing Tuesday, July 4th. The Annual 
Meeting will be held in Chicago, on Monday evening, 
July 3d. Intending Candidates can obtain all informa¬ 
tion from the Secretary, 
ROBERT BONNER, 
60 Williams Street, Providence, R. I. 
WASTED PIANO PEAOTIOE. 
BY IRENK HAL®. 
LooKiNo down into one of.the lower opposite windows 
of the court of the apartment iion.ee in which 1 live, I 
can see and hear two hands playing from morn till eve 
; on an old-fashioned square piano. The hands are small, 
thin, and white, belonging evidently to a woman. For 
three months now, I have listened at odd moments to 
this piano, and thought about the girl and her work; 
and in so thinking I have been led to write these words. 
During the three months she has practiced steadily the 
same few pieces, stopping, as a rule, only to sal her 
three meals each day. 1 In comparing tier playing' of 
those three or fonr pieces to-day, with that of three 
months ago, I can see little or no progress. The tempi 
seem unchanged and I hear the same old mistakes 
repeated again and again. ’ 1 have wondered who her 
teacher might be, and whether the fault were his that 
she failed with all her good will to learn anything. I 
have speculated much about the girl as I stood at my 
fourth-story window and watched the white hands—for 
only the hands and piano can be seen from my apartment 
—moving patiently up and down thq keyboard in the 
dark room below. Poor girl 1 does she come from a 
distance? from some country town perhaps, where she . 
rorl e * t< ss e me ley enon 1 to study ' asie in B<t on ? 
Is she studying to be a teacher, or has she dreams of 
being a professional pianist? One or the other, surely, 
for without some such aim she would not plod away so 
many hours a day. But she is only one of hundreds 
who have wasted, and are wasting, time in a like manner. 
Usually it is the fault of the teacher; once in a while 
the itter la k ol ability, tal nt, oi brains in the j m 1 s 
the cause. Scores of piano teachers are teaching and 
earning money for ins it ion whi hi % >rse than none 
at all. They have taken a few lessons: they play a few 
pieces in a more or less faulty manner; they please their 
ignorant fi ends who lend i icn pupils wl >m the ad 
on in their own mistaken ways. Many a modest good 
teacher cannot earn what these ignorant and unscru¬ 
pulous pretenders rake in from their victims. Parents 
are too often ignorant themselves and select a teacher 
j. heir > ldren cause *f boi e social i en< . aria 
order to help a friend, little realizing the harm they thus 
-inflict upon the children. It is impossible to be a good 
teacher with only a superficial smattering of an art. 
Good teachers are not made in a day—but after mnch 
study and thought. A pupil of average ability, if well 
taught, should with two or three hours of good practice 
a day. or with less time, easily make progress. The six 
and seven hours are all nonsense. Mind and body are 
not capable of seven hours’ conscientious practice— 
except in rare cases—or for only a short time—without 
breaking down. Excessive practice is a great mistake 
which many learn too late. It is seldom that we can do 
well in two or three months that which people as clever, 
and cleverer than ourselves, have needed a year to 
accomplish. 
Let me give a few examples of very common ways in 
which time and vitality are wasted on the piano as 
illustrated by the girl in the dingy room. She has all 
these ways, and her teacher certainly belongs to the 
class above mentioned. Her first great trouble is that 
she is not taught to think what she is doing, or trying to 
do. She sits, I fancy, with her mind wandering often 
on other subjects, and vaguely imagines that as her 
fingers, machine-like, work away seven hours a day, she 
is doing all that is necessary. She makes the Bame 
mistakes over and over again. This alone shows lack 
of concentration. She little realizes that one hour of 
careful, enlightened practice would be worth dozens of 
her hoars. 
She begins after breakfast with playing exercises and 
scales. The five-finger exercises are ordinary and good 
ones, bnt she plays them through hurriedly and unevenly 
with apparently no thohght of tonch. The one good of 
five finger exercises is the strict discipline of hand and 
fingers. The notes are merely nominal, so that the mind 
can be concentrated on absolute evenness, or a firm, 
round tone in, striking each finger, and on the simplest 
and best way of using the fingers. No good can come 
from rattling through exercises rapidly and thoughtlessly. 
Ten minutes, even five minutes, of concentrated practice 
of .carefully selected five-finger exercises is enough for 
the average student who allows perhaps two hoars for 
entire study teach day. Bnt for that short time the 
exercises must be most wisely chosen, or invented for 
the peculiar needs of each 'pupil, and varied gradually 
according to her progress; they must be a sort of essence 
of finger discipline. There shonld not be two, banging 
about the same result Each note played, each motion 
of a finger must have a meaning, if we are to accomplish 
much with little time and direct' methods. One great 
mistake in average piano work is the time used in prac¬ 
ticing padding. Take a book of &tudes; examine an 
6tnde carefully: yon will find that for pure discipline of 
the hand, half a dozen measures selected from that 
6tnde will contain all the difficulties in the whole, and if 
these alone are practiced the rest are comparatively 
useless. There is too much-repetition in them as a rule. 
A certain musical figure is repeated in many different 
Eositions; a number of these positions, though they 
-i rent noteB, are sh i ea alike i Is; 
consequently practice i yon i pi l the 
others like it, Mnch time aw aerve mif j sav 1, 
then, \ fewer exercises a better or s, in - 
better way, with fewer pages of 6tndeB. 
How a! of . ir friend .ownstaira? 
Ohl the usual style, f plays all e Ecaies 
ough t m ling at t >m of the 
keyboard and sweeping upward to the top and down 
again,, the 1 thumbs loudly asserting their importance. 
These scales never seem to go any better; they frequently 
go worse. Time thrown away! Were she to take-one 
scale each day and play It carefully five or ten times, 
rigidly disciplining her obstreperous thumbs and at the 
same time paying attention to evenness of touch and 
time, she could not help making progress. The constant 
hitches and false notes show that she is not even sure 
of the scale fingering, which should now be an old and 
well-learned story; neither is her mind fully upon her 
work. 1 The C scale is the most difficult far the hands,, 
as the thumbs never go under after black keys, and thus 
they find it harder to do ss smoothly and evenly. The 
C scale shonld then have more study than the others. 
Many of the scales are so nearly alike as regards 
mechanical difficnlties, that comparatively few of them 
need he practiced at a time. This is still more the case 
with arpeggios. 
in old and favoi tewaj of wastin tim< on th< piano 
is still in vogue. The girl below when studying a piece 
plays it through from beginning to end, over and over 
again, thus giving undue practice to the easy parts and 
not enough to harder ones. The result is an uneven 
whole. The difficult passages never catch np with the 
easy ones. In beginning a new piece a student shonld 
be able after one or two readings to decide which will 
prove the difficult parts, and these should be worked at 
mtil tht ire on I vel with the »sj on« s 
1 e I of t ie bad fi igei • | nted < n «* isic whit - • a 
been pat there by this one or that one for the publisher 
is the cause of a vast amount of trouble and wasted 
time. I am always delighted to have a piece without 
fingerin ft : thei it is comp ratively pi in sail! A 
pianist, if well taught, shonld know almost without a 
thought the best fingering for all scales and arpeggios. 
For these then he needs no written fingering, and the 
other passages he shonld be able to finger very qnickly 
himself, according to their formation from scales, chords, 
and arpeggios. Thus he would save himself the trduble 
of learning the fingering of many other people, whether 
it be poor or excellent. 
We are all creatures of habits—both good and bad. 
Some papils find it almost impossible to avoid restriking a 
false note, having done so once. A great help for that, 
I find, is to read a new piece so very Blowly the first 
time that hardly a single false note need be struck. 
Ever afterward there js no trouble with the notes of that 
particular composition. Such players shonld not do 
much sight-reading, for they will never then play any¬ 
thing in a clear and finished manner. Of coarse, an 
absolute lack of reading at sight does not develop a 
quick reader. The individual needs in these respects 
must be carefully studied and adjusted. There can be 
no general rale. 
Time and strength are wasted in using superfluous or 
double motions in the playing of notes or chords where 
the hand must be lifted from one to the other. For 
example, let ns take a few consecutive chords. After 
the first chord is struck there is need of only one motion 
before playing the next one,—that of raising the hand 
from the keys. In rapid playing of these same chords 
there is only time for this one motion, and jtet ninety- 
nine pianists oat of one hundred manage to get in an 
extra little scrambling or flattering motion between the 
two chords. They.are not sure of the next chord, and 
think to strike it more perfectly by making an extra 
little motion over it. The more they practice thns, the 
less sure they become. Why not keep the hands still- 
while the eye grasps the next chord to be played—and 
then play it with one clear, broad stroke ? Never mind 
how far apart the chords are situated,—even if they are 
at the two ends of the piano,—let there be only one 
motion between them. Surety will then be the ultimate 
and inevitable result.—The Chauiauquan. 
THE PEDAL. 
It is hardly necessary to remind the reader that in 
oar day educated pianists nse the pedals not to obtain 
contrasts of loudness and softness, hut entirely in the 
production of* tone-color. The infinite variety of 
qualities of tone which contemporaneous artists, like 
D*Albert, Rammel, and others, get out of a piano is 
^ h >1 y -*t e to a < ombiu io a * aany ill e i nt kin Is of 
touch, with, changing' nse of the pedals, employing 
sometimes one, sometimes the other, now both, and 
again neither. 
It was Chopin who revealed the possibilities of the 
pedals, Liszt who perfected the powers of tonch.—W, J. 
Henderson in “ Preludes and Studies.” 
PEOM A TEAOHEB’S NOTE-BOOK. 
BY 0. W. F0LLWOOD. 
A standing rule to pnpils: Remember the three P’s, 
viz; Patience, Perseverance and Practice. 
Analyze the piece or Btudy with your pupil by playing 
together, teacher the right hand and pupil the left, and 
vice-ve • 
While teaching stndy the pupil. If the teacher under¬ 
stands the disposition, moods and characteristics of the 
pnpil he can make his work easier and more successful 
in results. 
Require pupils to play each scale twice, in four octaves 
method, without a mistake. It makes them pay strict 
attention. Notwithstanding the positive assertion of some 
teachers, X have found in fifteen years’ experience, it is 
not advisable to give the minor scales with the major. 
And not afterward, nntil the second or third year. The 
scale practice can be overdone. 
Position while teaching—Sit at right hand of pnpil, to 
note treble work and all errors of hand and arm position * 
But occasionally sit at a distance, to observe the effect 
and expression of pupil’s performance; the coloring and 
nicety of touch can be better determined by hearing it 
from various positions. \ 
Four-hand practice is invaluable 'to develop a true 
appreciation of time, rhythm and harmony in the mind 
of the pnpil, especially in the first year.; 
Kindness coupled with firmness will work better re¬ 
sults than harshness and arrogance. 
Teacher, watch and study yonr own mistakes. You 
are not infallible. 
Fifty per cent, of the rough and inexpressive playing 
by pnpils is due to careless fingering and misapplied 
muscular force. 
A WOED TO PABENTS. 
Why do not fathers and mothers make the most of 
their own musical capabilities,, instead of expending 
money year after year for lessons which their children 
but half learn? We frequently hear a mother ex¬ 
patiating upon the aptitude, even genius, she is con¬ 
fident her child possesses, bnt if asked, “Do'you play 
or sing?” the answer is, “Oh dear no! I’m absolutely 
ignorant in regard to music.” 
I am not recommending the mother who does the 
greater portion of her housework and the family mar¬ 
keting, as well as mending broken heads and hearts 
with kisses and balsam alternately, to devote three 
honrs a day to piano practice, or send the children into 
the street to play while she “ does vocalizes,” or studies 
the sol-fa system ; but even a busy woman may, by the 
proper nse of a few minutes each day, gain a rudimen¬ 
tary knowledge of either vocal or instrumental music, 
which will not only save money, bnt render the work of 
the teacher a pleasure instead of an irksome task. 
“I pay Professor B-- to teach my children,” I hear 
you say; bnt many of our best teachers would tell you 
that in more than one instance a greater portion of the 
lesson hour has been spent in correcting a mistake 
which required ho musician to detect or set right ere 
the wrong way had become a habit. It might be only 
the substitution of one finger for another, bnt the con¬ 
sequence was a whole phrase, perhaps, of incorrect 
fingering, which the mother’s eye would have detected 
at the outset had she even learned the system of finger¬ 
marking. 
You may pay a stated sum per hour to the professor 
you name, but no money can pay the careful pains¬ 
taking teacher for his constant thought and anxiety to 
fix the true principles of his art in the mind of his 
pupil; or for the discouragement caused by careless or 
inattentive students. Do yonr part. As yon furbish 
up your rusty ideas in regard to geography, language, 
or numbers, in order that your child shall advance as 
rapidly as his mates, so you may help him from stum¬ 
bling, even in music, if you will learn such apparently 
trifling lessons as the valuation of notes and their 
names ; time given to rests and dots; modes of finger- 
ing, md i arious kinds of time Erato. 
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■ A SUGGESTION 
As one who, although not at present belonging to 
the musical profession, retains a deep conviction of the 
usefulness of that calling, I wish to speak of the lecture 
recital, or iano talk. 
The majority of people making up the clientele of 
the musician are wofully ignorant of musical literature. 
They are also, as a rule, glad of information. The 
writer conceived a plan, while endeavoring to build up 
a clast j ’ . isic in < >f gi ?ing a 
series of six informal, illustrated (musically) talks an the 
followi ig >pics 
Beginnings of music, opera and oratorio, Bach, 
Mozart, and Beethoven, songs and their composers, 
Wagner’s music dramas, music in America. 
These she carefully wrote out, collating from histories 
and many different sources, making the talk, illustra¬ 
tions and all, one hour in length. Invitations were sent 
out for certain afternoons during Lent to high school 
teachers, organists, pupils, as many as. her rooms could 
comfortably ‘ hold. Those who attended warmly _ en¬ 
dorsed the idea, and, had physical health and strength 
not failed, the work would have been highly successful. 
One or two things were discovered in my experience 
which may help any one who wishes to try the plan this 
coming season. 
Bay what you have to say in simple language, taking 
it for granted that your audience knows nothing at all of 
the subject. It is decidedly best, if yon can, to have 
your matter well in mind, and talk t-c* the people. If 
yoi ar afraid t( rust 3 rarself Tr'1*' hat you wish to 
say ii i conv< national mann and commit it < mem 
ory, holding the manuscript in your hand to prompt 
yourself if you forget. Then, I should advise charging 
a small fee for the course, though there is great diversity 
of o pini >n in fchii r jgai 1 
Young teachers will find this a pleasant method of 
mal ng their worl ki >wn ii a community 
POPULAR OUTLINE OF MUSICAL LITERA-. 
TUBE. 
The following may be useful to those interested in 
musical clubs:— 
First week.—Why study music ? Meaning and mis¬ 
sion >1 i t lie. Wba coos talesa mu ical nature 1 
t ci n la els,- E rl st forms of nine cal : cj re sio ■ 
What are they? What elements enter into all music? 
How were instruments first used ? Into what classes 
are they divided ?, Which are most ancient ? 
Third week.—Music in China, Egypt, Greece, Rome, 
India, and Hebrew nations. 
Fourth week,—The fourth century. Who were St. 
Gregory and St. Ambrose? What were the Neumae? 
Roman Catholi i music. 
Fifth week.—Tenth century. Consider Hucbald, 
Guido of Arezzo, Franco of Cologne. 
Sixth week.rr~_Rise of chivalry, music of chivalry 
(Minnesingers and Meistersingers). Define Homophony, 
Polyphony,. Counterpoint. 
Seventh week.—Year 1400. School of the Nether¬ 
lands. Dufay, Ockenheim, De Pres, Willaert, Lassus. 
Fig thw -England, France ;al cul¬ 
tivation in 1400. Luther find Protestant church music. 
The work and influence of Palestrina. 
Ninth week.—1600. Difference between opera and 
oratorio. Orign of opera; names of ear operas j. in¬ 
troduction into England; into Germany. 
Tenth week.—Differing schools of opera—Italian, 
French, German. What is grand opera ? The form of 
opera. Infli nee • . . mas 
Eleventh week.—The work of Gliick. Principal writ¬ 
ers of different schools. Celebrated singer librettos of 
best known operas. Present day composers—Mascagni, 
Verdi. . " : 
Twelfth week.—Miracles and Moralities. Origin of 
oratorio. Early composers. Passion music. 
Thirteenth week—Handel; his oratorios. Haydn, 
ditto. Mendelssohn. Minor composers of oratory. 
Fourteenth week— What is classical music ? Roman¬ 
tic music? Principal musical, forms? The history of 
the piano: of the orchestra. 
Fifteenth week.—Bach—his influence on music. What 
is a fugue ? The children of Bach who were composers. 
Sixteenth week—Mozart—life, work. What is a son¬ 
ata? Influence of Haydn on sonata. The beginning 
of symphony. 
Seventeenth week.—Beethoven and his life. Works 
for the piano, or orchestra; other forms—chamber music, 
opera, etc. Influence on music. 
Eighteenth week.—Principal writers of romantic school 
—Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann^ Liszt. Miscel- 
laneous or minor composers.1 1 ' 
Nineteenth week—What is a song? Influence of poe¬ 
try in song. Old forms. Difference between subjective 
and objective music. Children’s songs. 
Twentieth week.—Schubert, his life. Work as a song 
writer. I?1 other directions. 
Twenty-first week.-—Schumann as a song writer. 
Franz as a song writer. Minor writers of songs. 
Twenty-second week.—Richard Wagner—theories, out¬ 
line of work. 
Twenty-third week. —Tannhauser, Lohengrin, Fly¬ 
ing Dutchman. Librettos, sources of, leit, motif, se¬ 
lections. 
week.—-Niebelungen Lied. 
Twenty-fifth week—Meistersinger and Parsifal. 
Twenty-sixth week.—Early music in America. Sing¬ 
ing schools. Music in Boston; in New York. Bill¬ 
ings, first composer. , 
Twenty-seventh week.-—Singing societies. Work of 
Mason, Bradbury, Root, Tourjee. Songs of Adam 
Foster. - 
Twenty-eighth week—Campaign music. Temperance 
songs. Moody and Sankey and gospel songs. 
Twenty-ninth week.—-Prominent composers. Paine, 
Buck, Chadwick, MacDowell, and minor writers. 
Susan Andrews Rice, Falls Church, Va. 
A MUSIC TEACHER'S DUTY FROM THE 
STANDPOINT OF AN INTELLIGENT 
PUPIL. 
BY HERBERT J, KRTJM. _ 
A great many volumes have "probably been written 
on “Teaching,” “ What to Teach,” “How to Teach,” 
etc., etc.; there have been maxims, principles, and rules 
given .j* wh > to do u d how to do it, and warnings an? 
re trictiom and Doi ts set oi 1 suffi an tc ap¬ 
parently guide any one who will follow them closely, 
successfully upon the narrow path of being a music 
teacher. These are all good; they are even essential, 
but how many of them and how many teachers consider 
jnst what are the rights intelligent pupils and, in 
respect to such, their own duties ? 
H is, of course, obvions that if they engage an hour 
they have the right to the hoar. A music teacher’s 
capital is his knowledge, ability to impart it to others, 
nd *<!* ti u< Fherefoi a j upil h s no ight to * isle 
the teacher’s time; but, on the other hand, after he has 
sold the hour he must then consider that he has no right 
to waste the pupil’s time, which it has then become. 
It is just as plain a duty to be always kind and gentle ; 
while politeness and courtesy are too self-evident to need 
mentioning. 
But it Beems there is one thing that a great many 
teachers neglect a great deal of the time, and the import- 
ance of it would seem to demand that if never should be 
neglected—it is to teach. It is a significant fact that 
oftentimes It is mm with the greatest. reputation that 
attach the least importance to this plain duty. Do not 
a great many teachers seem to feel that if they have the 
pupils con , gi n t ir attention em play 
their lessons over, possibly play part of it over to them, 
and then give them their opinion of it and assign new 
work or not as. may be. required, that .they, have fulfilled 
the requirement of their position? Will not a great 
many pnpils testify to the fact that many teachers do 
just this and no mo:') a great tuny times? 
.ve a de idea out 
their lemma* They may have arrived at a state of musi¬ 
cal proficiency where they are studying simply the works 
of some representative master, as Bach or Chopin or 
Beethoven. But ordinarily the mnsic pupil is pursuing 
an education and becoming acquainted with the litera¬ 
ture of music; In this case any one piece is not suffi ¬ 
cient to show all the features of pianism, for instance, or 
wherefore the necessity of study ing more than one piece. 
JuBt here is where many teachers failmost often of their 
duty.".They-assign a certain Bet of studies, fitudes, and 
pieces; The. pupil comes for his lesson and possibly has 
not thoroughly learned some part of it; he doeB not 
keep the time true, misfingers, strikes wrong .notes, or, 
to ake % mild i illustration, loes not fee! the balance 
of the parts, does not divine the meaning of the com¬ 
poser, does not appreciate the beauty of unity of the 
work as a whole, nas not, in fact, “ finished ” it; does, 
then, the teacher fulfill bis whole duty by telling him 
that “ He had better look this over again,” or that 
“ There is considerably more work in that” ? Are there 
not countless hints and suggestions and directions per¬ 
taining to pianism generally, and, therefore to every 
• n | sitio i in p rticnlar which the tea :hei knows and 
the pupil does not ? If otherwise, why continue to study 
with such a master? 
It is scarcely fair or just to object “ That we have given 
the work and it has not been done. Oar responsibility 
ends there; we cannot do the work for our pnpils.” 
Doubtless this is trne, and yet it is almost always certain 
that if an in sllig< i pupil im no learned lie . i fchsr« 
y> some approximately good cause *< it Ba be s 
to be insisted upon is this: That we can teach them 
what tl \ it >t an 1 mseives, but o exhans oui 
means and knowledge as much as >ossible at every 
• u map i th piece hat is eing studie 1 to \ it th m 
in such a light that the pupils will thoroughly under- 
stai 1 md app cia ) h an. h« ..‘ft it of heii abilit 
and then, if the time or application of the pnpil have 
beer inadeqnat to perfe ting a rendi ) >f it, not t< 
simply “ rest on the oars ’’ until that is done, but to go 
on with other information and instruction which by en¬ 
tering into the whole being of the pnpil will certainly 
react and revert upon the particular work engaging his 
attention at the time. 
The process of evolution by which art has reached 
its present proportions, the spirit of the times, dnd the 
wonderful competition with which every teacher of to¬ 
day is brought into contact, imperiously demands that 
we produce as far as possible, not pupils who play bat 
players who think. And a teacher’s success as a teacher 
is measured exactly by the evidence which pnpils por¬ 
tray of having been taught to think musically. This 
result Can only be brought about by never neglecting 
those duties which intelligent pnpils will recognize as 
essential to their development, and among the important 
of which is always to teach. 
EXERCISE IN COUNTING INTERVALS. ■ 
BY HENRY SCHWING. 
Teachers of harmony know from experience that 
many students are slow in recognizing the inversions of 
chords, the cause of which must he sought in their 
inability to count the intervals quickly. I have found 
the following exercise of great use in overcoming that 
difficulty. It is to be played from every tone of the 
scale, commencing with the octave and descending step 
by step. Thus in C scale, first on C, then on B, A, G, 
F, E, D, ending on the lower C.. It should b.e played 
in all major and minor keys, in the latter lowering only 
the third and sixth of the former.* * The part to be used 
on every tone of the scale and in the scale is enclosed 
by double bars; what precedes and follows these is only 
the beginning and ending on the tonic. 
8 8 8 8 7 6 6 6 8 8 8 
6 6 6 5 5 6 4 4 6 6 6 
3 : 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 : 3 4 3 
1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 
The lowest tone is always one of the scale tones from 
which the counting is to be done, as stated above. It is 
advisable for students to write out the chords in notes. 
For further practice"students should play the exercise 
also in dispersed harmony, thus: 
»■ (S 8 8 8 7 6 6 6 8 3 8 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 . 3 4 3 
: 6 6 6 6 5 4 4" 6 6 5 
1111111 1 1 1 
(Left hand an octave lower). 
It is self-evident that a variety of finger exercises may 
be constructed out of this sequence of chords, for 
instance: 
a, in arpeggios, 1 3 6 , 8 6 3; 1, etc, etc. 
o, in doable notes, ^ g, j g, j 3’ 
applying each set of ' double noteB to every chord of 4 
sequence throughout before using the next set. - 
LI PTE1S TO I OTILS. 
BY JOHN S» TA8 OLEVE. 
Mrs. D. T. S.—let You ask when should an octave be 
played with loose and when with stiff wrist. I answer 
that both are correct, but I dislike the expression loose 
and stiff wrist. What you ought to say Is—When shall 
the octave he played, with the-hand-hammer swinging 
from the wrist as the hinge, when with the arm-hammer 
swinging from the elbow as the hinge. 
My answer to this question which would convey your 
meaning more correctly, is this ; both are correct, but la 
general it is best to tale octaves that are very rapid and 
light, from the wrist. Those that, are more slow and 
majestic, from the elbow. 
The principle is a very simple one in mechanics. 
When you wish rapid blows of light weight you use a 
small mallet, when you wish a crushing blow, and take 
it, at a more deliberate and majestic rate, you employ a 
trip-hammer. Nature has furnished us, in the hand, a 
light hammer, and in the arm a very heavy hammer. . 
Now in such passages as give you ample.time, 1 would 
advise you to use the arm. It is said that the great 
pianist Moschelles played octaves all with the arm, yet 
attained a marvelous lightness and speed, but this I 
, certainly could not recommend to the ordinary student 
or p« rhaps to any artist of pui time 
The use of the arm, 1 think, should be chiefly confined 
to the striking of massive sforzaudos and important 
effects of that character. The octaves should, nine times 
in ten, be played frt m the wrist 
2c tThsk why the pi u pain 
in the arm, and you particularize Liszt’s Rhapsody 
No. 6. ., x 
Now this much vexed question about pain in the arm 
and wrist, with weeping sinews, writers’ and pianists’ 
cramp etc., always resolves, itself into one question. 
Somewhere there "has been too much force, too much 
.1 . . u£ • rgj pent throt ;h a part ulai muscle anc 
sinew for too long a time. It is on the principle that 
too much electricity through a given wire will melt, it 
down. 
You simply have exerted yourself too much ; but the 
. ost un >« rsaltrc uble • * h a p nisti inti eir toi c 1 is 
tl at tl y lo ..a let 1 • m set >\ • o, ey do not s scare 
devitalized condition of .hand and arm, that is, the eon* 
dition in which no muscle resists the contrary action of 
another muscle. In fact, if I should be asked to put the 
whole art if jiano flaying into o«* *ei i ene« . 1 vould 
say—let every muBcle attend to its business and not 
interfere with others. Perhaps that would do as & 
general'social maxim as well; but at any rate, what you 
would probably do is, hold up with the lifting muscles 
. every time you pull down with the flexor muscles ; this 
of coarse enormously increases the labor, perhaps 'four 
times, by the least calculation. 
Now if you could acquire the power to let your hand 
remain, when, you go to .strike aa octave, just as loose as 
.1 would b if it yei lyi lg .quiet in y ui lap, you wool 
. certainly find that the octaves are sure, rapid, while the 
tone would be surprisingly fell. This is probably just 
the trouble. 
I fa < it had pupils agai . and again v ho f I I ? ork very 
industriously, and in spite of warning, twice a week 
through the whole winter, would get pianists’ cramp. 
Again, I repeat, when yon lift the finger or the arm do 
not resist- below, when you1 throw down the finger or... 
the arm, do -not resist above. I can very easily, at will, 
assume the extremely rigid state of the fingers or arm 
and can make my hands ache so inside of five minutes 
that they are practically good for nothing for the rest of 
the day, but ordinarily 1 do not consider it any hardship 
to play a variety of compositions, many of which are 
difficult, through a period of two hour^ut a sitting. 
What the vice of lying is In polite society, what the 
vice of adulteration and cheating Is is business, what the 
vice of drunkenness is to the average high-spirited young 
man, that the vice of unnecessary exertion is to the 
■ pianist. 
Again, you ask me it it is necessary to use the pedal, 
and whether any composition may be considered artist¬ 
ically played when tm pedal is employed. You say that 
yea can play with more taste. without the pedal. Now 
as to this Iasi: statement, I - doubt it, with all to 
you, very seriously. r* 
If you can possibly play & nocturne and not use the 
pedal, year ideas of taste are certainly weird and' wild, 
and wondrous. 
Timm are certain compositions in which the pedal Is 
absolntelydemanded, and that continuously; for instance, 
the slow movement of the opening “adagio” of Bee¬ 
thoven’s so-called Moonlight Sonata, C sharp minor Op. 
27, No. 2. ' - - . 
Here, to play without the pedal would simply make a 
ludicrous burlesque. Again, there are certain composi¬ 
tions in which the use of the pedal, is very detrimental, 
in which it can only be touched here and there for an 
instant. 1 would .alts as a familiar instance, the 34th 
Song without words “ of Mendelssohn, the one which 
la called commonly, “ The Spinning Song,” Though it 
is sometimes labeled “The Bees’. Wedding.” 
Here there are only a few-passages of short arpeggios . 
that sound well with the pedal; for the most part the 
composition Is utterly ruined and overwhelmed by the 
use of the pedal. 
Bat iay answer in general is, to study.the pedal last of 
all, do all your previous practice without it, but never 
consider any composition finished until you have learned 
when and where and why to use the pedal, for there is 
nothing, I believe, in which even artists are more 
flagrantly at fanlt than in acquiring a tasteful and deft_ 
use of the pedal. Certainly amateursj all that IJflfve 
ever heard, sing with the pedal constantly, and nothing 
so utterly spoils piano playing as an excessive use of 
it: a barren and insufficient use of the pedal is also 
detrimental particularly to lyric movements, and com- 
po fltions full of sc aliment, 
S. M. L.—Your question contains three or four, which 
! will am wer sej aratc Jy. 
1. Year complaint about your, teacher who taught 
yon to love good music but neglected your technic, ■ 
causes me to remark that there are just two polar 
tendencies among piano teachers, one technical crank, 
the other musical crank. There are few teachers who 
• s,nd ab »i quipo s< d b it we i Hi ise two t id re fir t 
rate men. But those who make a reputation on technic, 
so far as my observation goes, are wretched mechanics, 
and their pupils are no better than mnsic boxes at the 
best, whereas it often happens that musicians who are 
musicians, anil who use the piano as a medium, produce 
somewhat less technical finish, but do manage to make 
a pupil play nusic f i ay you have 1 een practicing 
Mason’s two-finger exercises and other pure technical 
works, about forty minutes out of two hours; that, I 
think, is about the correct proportion, but if you divide 
your two hour’s practice into two sittings of an hour 
. each, let your technic be twenty minutes at-the initial 
part of each soar. I know of nothing better than -the 
mechanical drills in the Mason system, but do not think 
that either this or any other system is a panacea for all 
ills; that it will take the place of genius and inspiration, 
or that by enduring a certain, enormous and.miserable 
amount of it, you will all of a sudden wake np some fine 
morning and find yourself a pianist. - 
All technical systems are simply a means to an end. 
They are a gymnasium, and are to be mixed into yonr 
music 1 study ii t » n • *< xg \ It, in small par tit i an 1 
judiciously as long as you live. 
As to Etudes a few well-selected studies are always 
good, since they form a connecting link between the 
purely mechanical exercise and the piece of poetic, 
inspired music. In the technic it is nothing but mech¬ 
anism; in the 6tude it is mechanism slightly sugared 
with music; in the piece of music it is music presuppos¬ 
ing technic. You say you go over Bach’s gavotte fa D 
minor, the Weber Rondo Brilliante, and the Audaute 
Spinato et Polonaise of Chopin, all in two hoars. I do 
not know what you mean by that; if you mean that you 
upon from one to two pages; of course, there are 
at times pieces and passages which might cover ten 
•pages that would notconsume much time, owing to the 
ample and uniform construction of the music; again, 
_ there are passages where a single line containing four 
m five measures ought to occupy you for twenty hears’ 
study, though not consecutively. Let such study be 
broken up into small sections and continued day after 
day, or at least nearly as constantly as that, until mas¬ 
tered. Some passages cannot be learned till many years 
have passed. Mme. Carreno told me that she was able 
to play without a slip the octave passages in the sixth 
rhapsody of Liszt, though she never attempted it in 
public until she had known it for three years, that is, to 
let it harden and settle into the hands, and the nerves, 
an < the brain. 
You say your hand is small but supple, and you find 
your knuckles enlarging until your hand is almost 
deformed. 
Do not be alarmed. Mme. Julia Rive Ring, the great 
pianist, told me that her knuckles grew so that she had 
to have gloyes specially made to order. You must 
sacrifice something to the muses. A narrow hand, 
tightly bound together and with no protuberances, may 
possibly look pretty, bat good knuckles are good for the 
pianist, no matter what they look like. 
X. Y. Z.—I use the initials which you request; you 
say that you have used the piano studies of Zwiutscher 
and the Tausig Clementi’s Gradus. 1 know of nothing 
better than these; though I have never used the Zwint- 
scher I have heard it very highly spoken of. 
1 would advise you to make some use of Mason’s 
“Technics,” for I agree entirely and heartily with Bro. 
W. S. B. Mathews in recommending the Mason Tech¬ 
nics, because they really do contain some valuable new 
ideas, and very decidedly a new emphasis and new 
arrangement of some important old ideas. As for 
technical systems, it always makes me groan when I 
hear a man aBk if .some system, patent, brand new, fresh 
from the mint with all the improved labels upon it, isn’t 
just the thing to produce absolutely infallible results. 
My answer is no,” there is no really new technic. 
There are some slight alterations, but since the days 
of Clementi piano playing has remained essentially the 
same thing, and actually Clementi has written some 
movements in his sonatas and some exercises which 
would tax the very utmost powers of Rubinstein, Pader¬ 
ewski, D’ Albert, Carreno or any other man or woman 
of our epoch. 
The principal changes in piano playing have-arisen 
not so much from any new or special technic, as from 
totally new and imaginative schools of composition 
demanding new interpretative powers. Apropos of this 
subject, I am often reminded of a remark made to me by 
Mr. Baermann, of Boston, when he laughingly said, 
“ Why there is no new technic, there are only sdme 
slight improvements to meet new styles of modern 
compositions.” The action of the fingers in fluent runs 
is just the same now as it was at the beginning of the 
century. • 
You say you work two hours in the evening, after a 
day of clerical l^ir. That, of course, is only about half 
what we require^ of those who study to be artiBts, but 
after all, I may say not only that a half loaf is better 
than no bread, but I may add that a half loaf is just half 
as good as a whole loaf, which may be taken as another 
wi and rofound r ixirq * m ill ad ise ny pupi 
o divide their vork int > hi e qual parts, te hnic, 
new music and old music. The technic includes both 
the pure technic and the study of 6tudes, that is, 
pieces manufactured with a minimum of music and a 
maximum of mechanical value or perceptible purpose ; 
and thirdly, music in which all mechanism is presup¬ 
posed, at least certain degrees of mechanism are pre¬ 
supposed and are not allowed for' at all; but in which the 
production of musical sounds and emotional combina¬ 
tions of them is the chief consideration. In working at 
your new music be Bure that the practice is slow, analyti¬ 
cal and careful, the hands drilled separately, and pvery 
detail most minutely observed and photographed upon ' 
the memory, but be sure also that it be continuous and 
frequent. 
Fortune builders tell us that it' takes more ability and 
watchfulness to keep a fortune than it does to amass it. 
I may change this statement and say that it requires as 
much time, possibly more, to keep a repertoire as it does 
to build it up, but what is the ubc of building it up if you 
, ,, ,, , ,,, . , i, . ,, .. don’t keep it? Your riches, musically considered, must 
go through them, that would be perhaps all right, if you Jlwky8 bePe8t;mated by the amount of music you have 
have them at a high state of finish, and are merely at y0ur fingers’ ends, not by the amount which you may 
skimming them over to polish them ; but if you mean 
that you attempt to practice them thoroughly in that 
time, I should say that It was at least half a dozen times 
too much. 
As a rule, one hour ought to be consumed, ,1 think, 
have known during the past ten years. 
It always makeB me intensely weary to hear people 
say they “ could play that six months ago ” or ten years 
ago, or they could play it If they had time to practice. 
That is neither here nor there, and Is by no means 
interesting. ' % 
HELPS AID HUTS, “01 moil UGH AID AETISTIO STUD! ” 
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Bt W. >. FORSYTH. 
One of the most vital and essential features pertaining 
to artistic piano playing is correct rhythmical accentua¬ 
tion, produced by an easy, certain and elastic touch. 
" The rhythm should be so marked as to be distinctly felt, 
yet not so strong as to obtrude itself too much on the 
hearer’s attention, or to conflict with the phrasing, which 
should always be rounded, refined and genuinely musical. 
The ideal piano teacher of to-day, or rather the teacher 
who is working to produce artists, and to elevate piano 
playing among his pupils to an artistic level, should 
observe carefully the following absolutely indispensable 
conditions: Systematic Angering, correct touch, proper 
rhythmical and metrical accentuation, playing steadily 
and in time before any rubato is indulged in, after which 
may be observed all the nuances of expression, which 
makes a really refined and artistic performance. I will 
designate the above in the order they Bhould be observed 
in the study of a new piece or 6tude, and show by their 
application the results which are bound to ensue with a 
talented pupil, and one who has acquired some technic, 
a knowledge of 4the various touches, and the power of 
instantly relaxing the muscles, so that the hand is al¬ 
ways under control, and in a state of elasticity. Take 
for instant and by of illustra n Ot t e * Noc¬ 
turne in E flat, Op. 9 No. 2. I mention this piece because 
it is so well known by amateurs. The first thing to do 
in commencing to study it, after some familiarity with 
notes is acquired, is to get a good fingering, and rigidly 
adhere to it, so that the fingers form the habit of always 
going to the right notes with unerring accuracy. After 
this is learned, then the attention must be chiefly direct¬ 
ed to the touch, and the quality of tone required; the 
right hand must employ the pressure touch almost con¬ 
tinually (as it has the melody), except for ornamentations, 
those lace-like figures which adorn and surround the 
melody. These embellishments should be played with a 
light hand, or entirely from the fingers (finger action), 
whilst the left hand must be light; and the chords softly 
played with the lightest and most delicate touch, as if a 
spring were hidden in the knuckles, as in kneading. 
After the touch is properly adjusted and regulated, the 
] ythmict1 . » n trieal at sente n us t' bserv sd, ai d 
the piece played through regularly and evenly, so that a 
steadiness of timers attained without any fitful effort of 
exaggeration, or spasmodic accentuation. When the 
pupil has mastered the above perfectly in the order I 
have mentioned, the attention should be turned to the 
phrasing, the proper release of themes, their style of de¬ 
livery, the division of periods, half and whole cadences 
etc, after which all dynamic effects—that is, the intensity 
of sounds—(tone color) forte, piano, pianissimo, ritard- 
jgtndo, etc., and the application of rubato, retarding or ac- 
slerating, . th< sical idea sugges l1 e fun • men 
tal basses should receive their due prominence, because 
if the lowest tone in the accompaniment progresses, it 
will be musical, and requires to be brought out and 
phrased as would be a secondary melody. Of course it 
is understood that each hand must be studied separately, 
for technical purposes, as should scales, arpeggios and 
all technical material. 
Attention to these details—presuming that the touch 
is beautiful and gracefuly effected, makes the true 
musical picture; they are the finishing touches,.which 
lift the playing into an atmosphere of the beautiful 
and artistic. Every piece and 6tude must be so 
studied, and in order that the best possible results will 
follow, the difficult passages will require to be studied 
by themselves, alone, each hand separately, with vari¬ 
ous degrees of tone, until there is no danger of coming 
to grief when the piece is played in. its entirety. Were 
teachers to instil these principles of study-into their pu¬ 
pils3 minds, they would be gratified in having better work 
done, and awaken a love for art, which would be lasting 
and highly elevating. Unfortunately some pupils wish 
to learn to play too soon, are impatient, erratic, and 
lack conscientious application, • but were these pupils 
taught the real beauty of playing well, and that artists 
(great pianists) have never been made without the most 
thoughtful, accurate and systematic study, on the prin¬ 
ciples I have indicated, it would scon have Its effect on 
the, pupil’s* mind,'and arouse a more earnest desire to 
attain to something greater than mere amateur medio¬ 
crity, and thus establish a veneration for music, and 
the beautiful art of noble, u istic piano-playing 
SOALE-PLAYIM. 
BY AUG. 8PANUTH. 
ft . - 
' > was u old lpil of 1 grea Fre ■ > ie C . pin 
whose utterances on piano teaching induced me to 
change my ideas about the correct method of scale-play¬ 
ing most thoroughly. As a vast majority of our piano 
teachers still do, I have had my pupils begin their scale- 
exercises always with the key of G-major, which seemed 
to be so plain and easy. I was taught so myself, and my 
teachers had not been by any means bad musicians; so 
every single instruction-book on piano-playing had told 
me, and at last every pupil took quite naturally the C- 
major scale for the easiest, as there are no signatures 
whatever in it and—-just think of it 1—none but white 
keys. Yes, just think of it I The trouble was, we all did 
lot thin eno gl about those plain vhiU keys 
I hardly need to mention it that it is the point in scale¬ 
playing on the piano, to pass with the thumb in a per¬ 
fectly smooth way under the third and fourth fingers ; it 
is, indeed, the alpha and omega of the whole “ Lauf- 
technik.” Now, what has made us believe that this motion 
of the passing under of the thumbs is easier when the 
third and fourth fingers are placed on a white key than 
on a black one? Just the reverse of it will be the correct 
thing. We find twice as much space when our third or 
fourth fingers rest upon a black key. 
To put your thumb smoothly on F, while your third 
finger was striking E, or on C, while your fourth finger 
struck B, is by far more disagreeable than to move the 
thumb to E, while the third finger occupied U sharp, or 
on B, while the fourth was placing a sharp. Horizontally 
and vertically the thumb finds in the scale of B-major 
twice as much space for its motion as in C-major. 
Another great advantage B-major offers above C-major 
may not be overlooked. The short fingers, the 1st and 
5th, are employed in this scale on the two white keys, 
B and E, which are situated nearer to the player’s hand, 
while the longer 2d, 3d, and 4th fingers have to reach 
the further removed black keys, a very appropriate and 
in every way satisfactory arrangement for the physical 
construction of our hands. 
So why do we not let our young pupils play this very 
convenient B-major scale first and the C-major scale, as 
the most difficult one, last? As I am very fond of tech¬ 
nical exercises in contrary motion, I have sometimes 
hesitated to Btart with. B-major, for the reason that it 
does not offer the opportunity of using the thumbs of 
both hands at the same time, when played in' contrary 
motion. But then I entered the large field of scale¬ 
playing with E- or A-major. In fact every single scale 
will serve better to begin with than C-major, to overcome 
that most intolerable unevenness in playing runs. 
For many years I have abandoned entirely the old 
style to begin with the even-leveled C-major scale and 
my experience led me to think that this method would 
benefit our young pianists greatly if generally adopted. 
Fearing, however, that the experience of only one teacher 
may not be considered important enough to break off 
with old rules, I wish that other teachers who have tried 
the same—and doubtless there are some—would give us 
their opinion on this subject. 
The only possible objection which could be made 
would probably relate to the fact that for the beginner 
C-major is easier to read than any other scale. But this 
is irrelevant. Even beginners, children, should not be 
taught in such a mechanical way that their imagination 
has • to depend on white and black keys only. If they 
have learned the difference between whole and half tones 
in their very first lessons, they must be able very soon 
to point out any scale from any key on the piano, pro¬ 
viding the scheme of constructing the major scale has 
been given to them. Moreover, there should net be 
any hurry about the beginning of scale-playing, as the 
hand as well as the fingers should have gained a good 
deal ctf repose befoso tike teacher proceeds to the scales. 
Everything sounds well that is well played —Czerny. 
Genius may be superior^ to education, but talent— 
never.—Thaleon Blake. 
Drudgery must come before delight. Faithful toil will 
find reward io joyful triumph.—Wm. C. Wright. 
Give to each note and rest its exact value, but in so 
doing, consult the eye rather than the ear.—Czerny. 
Accents hold a far more prominent place in pianoforte 
playing than is generally accorded to them.—ChHstiani. 
When the ear is once permitted to accustom itself to 
inaccuracy, it rapidly begins to pardon it, and even to 
enlarge the limits of its forgiveness.—Stanford. 
A man of moderate talent will never rise above medi¬ 
ocrity, whether he travels or not; but a man of superior 
talents deteriorates if he always remains in one place.— 
Mozart. 
Women are the music of life: they receive everything 
within themselves more openly and unconditionally than 
men, in order to beautify it with their sympathy._ 
Wagner. 
The most important part of the educational work is to 
teach the pupil to think-—to set his mental faculties to 
work, to enable him to use that great and powerful tool, 
the brain.—Merz. 
We must first be musicians, and then teachers; for if 
we are fired with the love of music we shall be more 
than mere pedagogues. Our instruction will be alive, 
•and not perfunctory.—If. C. Macdougall. 
If you neglect the cultivation of the imagination, you 
neglect one of the first elements necessary for the artist. 
Of course the imagination requires much culture and 
much ears. It needs training from childhood.—Merz. 
We must live ourselves, as it were, into a musical 
composition before we can reproduce it, give it that life 
and pulsation which it has lost, as it crystallized into 
mere notes and passages on the page.—Anna Steinecke 
Clarke. 
Those who would be teachers, in the highest and best 
sense of that word, must look upon the young mind as a 
galaxy of wonderful capabilities only waiting for develop¬ 
ment, by exercise, to become powers in the world.—- 
Hanchett. 
Proficiency in the arts and sciences, music more par¬ 
ticularly than any other, is only acquired by the most 
diligent attention. Work, work, practice, practice, if 
you would become great, and no matter how great yon 
beeome, work and practice if you would retain your 
greatness.—Emma Juch. 
A Necessary Condition.—A certain physician was 
very unsuccessful, and yet he was a hard student. It was 
explained by another in the words, “He studies his 
books, but not his cases.” The teacher must study his 
pupils; he must, day by day, watch them to learn more 
important things than he has extracted, or can extract, 
from books.—N. Y. School Journal. 
A true artist should be so wrapped up in his playing 
as not to know whether he is playing to the many or the 
few. The player, absorbed in the earnest labor of love, 
alike indifferent to appearance or manner, at once en¬ 
chains the heart and captivates the willing hearer. The 
true musician, alike animated by the excitement of his 
theme and by some sudden stroke of impulse, makes cap¬ 
tive his hearers and triumphs over their* feelings. Thig 
is the power of genius in musical expression.—Faiinie 
Bloomfield 
What is the use of always letting on that we are great 
nen? rbat ava Is it when go< i friends place 3' n stilt, 
*' i , I s' reareuna >1 * >snpi c' on i 1 ei r as i ted 
How many lave regretted * at tl sy have re jen -c5 
homage before it was due? ' Only to those who know 
how o make us of blame, < in praise be saintary , that 
is to say, to him who, spite of all, does not neglect his 
studies; who, without wrapping himBelf up egotistically 
in himself, keeps his admiration fresh- for the different, 
and to Mai foreign kinds of mastership which he finds 
in other men. Snch an artist long preserves ^is own 
youth and strength.—-Schumann. 
its feeling for 's>t. beautiful (which is the unfolding of Ph. Gilbert Hamberton .* t tellectual Life * 
the spiritual sense) ; and later, m he is now'guiding, he Hermann Grimm....;.Essays on Literature.” 
teaches the student how in turn he Is to be the guide, i ,u^*en .:.\\ Gr°etne et la MuBique. | 
Mo amount of argument can gainsay the fact that the Mrs. Oliphant.“ The Mahers of Florence.” • 
entire personality is appealed to in the lesson, and the *.* “ ..................“The Makers of Venice.” 
thought I have constantly with me is, how many of us George Ebers...“ All the Historical Novels.” 
areawareof‘his>andfor*er’fwhenweareaware°fi4> e.I.wmmott”“::::::::::::‘‘&2S5 iLiterature.” 
how many of us are capable of responding to so great c. F. Thwing ..“The Beading of Books.” 
an appeal. Bichard Lloyd Collyer “Talks to Young Men,” 
,fi the question arises with any of the readers of this , - Chap. 12. _ _ „ 
magazine,-why such additional work is thought neces- Wilham’MinioLit- 
sary for the would-be music teacher, I may still say in , • - erature.” 
addition to what I have already given, that from my Stopford Brooke.“ Handbook of English Lit- 
I have planned observation of a considerable number of music students erature.” (These two for 
bat time being, of a class which is undoubtedly far above the average, • • reference.) 
which does not I have been convinced that music students in general An excellent series of books in four volumes is Ward's 
may. I will not may be said to require this additional instruction for ‘‘.English Poets.” I had intended to mention no poets, 
of the course I the following reasons;— but the following seem to be desirous of creeping in : 
y that I require 1st. They have rarely done any sort of individual Longfellow; Herrick (Palgrave’s Edition) ; Barnes (per- 
work that has been of permanent value to them as haps the most beautiful of the rural poets of England); 
< reading of two mental training. Tennyson; Scott (and all of Waverly Novels) ; Burns 
id there are also 2d. They are, as a consequence of the above, (and his life by Allen Cunningham). The simplest lyrics 
is, if the student generally, poor workers as regards system, and do not of Heine and Goethe, in German, and such volumes as 
ggested work as recognize the comparative values of various lines of Baumbach’s Tales of Wonderland always have a charm. 
’ musical litera- thought. Personally I am fond of such books as the following, for 
vhich is insuffi- 3d. Invariably they have no idea of what music the interest they evince their authors to have had in 
e work that is teaching is, which arises from a fact of more funda- nature: Miss Mitford’s “ Our Village ;”Gilbert White’s 
ence, this work mental nature, they have no idea of what teaching “ Selborne;” Hugh Miller’s “ My Schools and School 
ticularly promi- itself is. - ■ * Masters 5” and any of the works of Thoreau.".• 
it may direct the 4th. Not seldom they fail to realize what good they Any one must be impressed with the fact that any such 
writing up any can be in the world besides gathering goods unto them- list of books has only value as one may select individual 
desired facts on. selves. volumes; perhaps no book list was ever made that had 
ling capable of 6th. Lastly, they usually possess little general educa- value as a list; except under certain conditions the value 
any subject one tion. Lack in this is invariably reflected in the music of any given number of books is comparatively small, 
■e to the further- work. Bead when the time comes, carefully, with directions, 
e the students a As a benefit resulting from the influence of such study frequently read again, then a good book has value ; but 
complete knowl- directly outside of music, I may say it causes students in such an age of ■books how few, indeed, can any one 
to realize that education is a thing not possessed in a m&ke strictly his own and have them constantly at com- 
“ general read- moment: that it is the greatest art rightly to carry on man^? baB become necessary that there be the art 
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Not by the possession of truth, bnt by the search after 
it, are the faculties of man enlarged; and in this alone 
eonsists his ever-growing perfection.—Lessing ■ i 
i UBLISHEI S NOTES durir oi The] lonths of June and nlyisthe I h ve read the “Observ ,ions of 
time best Buited f • this work. It is quite important that 61 at interest, and find especiaH; ou 
the name and address of the sender is placed on the education most excellently 
WE will remove, dunng- the summer, our entire package, otherwise it is difficult to know to whom tits express his opinion, whether people m 
establishment to 1708 Chestnut, two doors from our music belongs. . 
present place. Our reason for moving is . that the * w —— 
present c arters are too small. We occupy the entire The blank form of Certificate of 1 usic pokenofin SPECIAI NOTICE 
building of four floors and cellar, but there is not room last issue of Tee Etude is now ready. The certificate , ■ - 
for our ever Increasing business. When'we located' is so worded that it is applicable for certificate'of the Notices for this column Inserted at 3 cents a v 
here, seven years ago, we occupied only the store portion, largest conservatory of music and equally so for private pSo* moi^totaBurepub^iaoninttjfine 
We gradually spread over-the entire building, until now teaching.' It is lithographed on the finest'parchment ' —-—: 
the walls groan under the weight of music. The new paper and is sold at the nominal price often cents each. ^ T,andn„ , 
quarters at 1708 Chestnut are much larger and modern. 
The building is 145 feet long and 60 feet wide, with six 
floors. We will for the tii 3 being occupy the fi t floor 
a~i basement and a part of the Beco We propose 
refitting the entire place -new. The stand is one of the 
finest in the oity and it is onr aim ) have everything 
sew sec! elegant. When we are fully settled we may 
give our readers a full desci iption of the establishment. 
TESTIMONIALS 
Monmouth, III., May 7,1892. A teacher 
I received the Cady edition of Mendelssohn?s/‘ Songs, organ. S< 
Without Words.” I expected something fine, and I am Landon, 4 
riot disappointed in the least. The excellent quality of -la /TR PT 
the paper and the clear print, combined with the an- JY|_ g . 
notations, such help in th tndy »f thes song m , * m V 
it in editi m c wnplimentarj to be th editor n 1 publisher. ad j ’ ‘ 
E C- • York City! 
Linn Co., Iowa, March 13th. 
M ndelssol n’s 6 >ngs’ fyou * tion are fin —th y 
will compete, and successfully, with the best editions. 
J. E. Licobe. 
I have taken the Etude a number of years, and must 
say I admire it very much, but did not know the true 
value of it until I c- n nen-iao eachieg tr< si about a 
year ago. I conld not be without it, and wish it would 
appear semi-monthly. Rosa Held. 
Landon’s “ Reed Organ Method ” is, by far, the best I 
have come a roes in the tc ichin| of this istrument 
C. E. Neidberger. 
928 N. Rodney, Helena, Mont., March 22, ’93.- 
I think Landori’s “ Piano Method ” an admirable book 
for beginners, and I wish I had known such a work 
earlier. rsa 
I have received your.Etude hinders, and am very. ~\K[ANTED.—A Director of Music with extended 
much pleased with them, as they excel any other hinder » » experience to take charge of the Musical Depart- 
I have yet seen. Ghas. Jos. Leyendeckeb. ment of a large Female College in the South. Address, 
Landon’s “ Piano Method ” is the best work I know of with particnlars, S. H., Box “ G,” Abingdon, Ya. 
for young beginners. H. A. Roehner. ««mHE YEAR’S SWEETHEART” BALLAD.— 
Boonvtlle, Mo., April 3, ’93. JL Music by Leila France. Words by Madeline S. 
The great need of the present time is a method that Bridges. This ballad has been snrig with great success 
does not aim to teach notes and time only, hut touch, ar- by the “ingenue” of “The New South ” at every per 
tistic execution, and expression. Melodious easy studies formance of that play in all the principal cities of the 
for “Piano and Reed Organ,” by Charles Landon, United States. For sale by all music dealers. Pub- 
supplies that want. A. H. Sauter. lished by The Chicago Music Co., 195-197 Wabash 
Upcv examination f Landon’s “Melodious Easy Avenue, Chicago. _ __ 
Studies,” barring some trifling typographical errors, the A LADY teacher of music (pupil of Moszkowski), 
work is perfection. Landon’s conception is the best r\ who has spent some time in Germany, is prepar- 
.... thing out. It fills the desideratum of the music teacher, ing to take a limited number of young ladies abroad for 
The design Blessing on Landon. Marx R. Kingsbury. a musical winter in Berlin. October 1st to April 1st. 
F notation. Mr Bernardus Boekelman has edited for the piano An opportunity for culture in music, art, and German, 
ut its exer- certain fugues by Joh. Seb. Bach taken from the well with highest socml advantages. References exchanged, 
id in accn- tempered clavichord in a manner extremely practical Address Berlin, P. O. Station W., New York City. 
points that and^ftruct’on‘ episodes are /"ILL place right parties in communication with 
>k contains pn°ted,.in blaf ‘ Th^ thT68 a™ made.^apparent by YV young man of high standing, who desires con- 
T IZ i contrasting colors-red and green, and violet for the necting &m8|lf with 80m| repntableinstitution as Direc- 
Landon is counterpoints. The arrangement makes the architec- for of Mu8;c Sonth preferred. First-class testimonials 
tnral structure of th fugues very clear rhe Editor’s farniglied Mdre8 411 Casi kve., Clevel d, Ohio. 
r exc * ngl tib • po nt, and most help! > _ _ __ _ 
the student. For these reasons the edition of Mr. gilINDING that his professional duties oblige him to 
Boekelman ought to be recommended. _§j. remain in Boston daring the coming summer, Mr. 
Leipzig. Dr. Oscar Paul. Frank Lynes announces that he will receive, pupils in 
March 22 1893. Pianoforte instruction, Organ playing, and Harmony. 
Dear Mr. Mason:—I have been again indisposed Address 159-A. Tremont St., Boston, Mass._<_ 
for the last few weeks, and this is the reason why » N EXPERIENCED teacher wishes a position as 
yon receive these lines so late. I feel myself im- Teacher of Piano in a Female Seminary or Col- 
pelled to say {( - i to-day, after thorough mves j Is a good pianist Address Miss C., Box 1989, 
ligation, that __ I regard your technical studies as a yf Chester. ' 
masterpiece which can claim an unapproachable posi- _1_*_ 
tion among the most important pedagogic works. T ADY who has studied with great teachers, desires 
The characteristic advantage that, distinguishes yonr J_j position as Teacher of Piano. Six years’ experi- 
work from most mechanical studies is, in my opinion, ence. Best references. Address “R,” Etude Office. 
that it contains much to inspire the student wit joy ... - . - -- 
and delight in his work, and not merely what is tire- “CROWH” PIAHO AHD ORGAN, 
some arid dry. I refer to the many and original exam- How dear to my heart Is this lovely Piano, 
ple8 of touch and phrasing. The last volume on OC- A friend that his proven most faithful and true, 
taves and chords seems to me very important; it con- ’ ■ . r .i . .j • j ,vt vl a » n I gladly commend this companion to you, 
tains nracn tbat is D6W and nothing that is superfluous, its neat polished case is a^nodel of beauty, 
and is especially masterly in its combination and se- With trimming most sightly and double veneer, 
quence of exercises. If you should translate the work v , ^ x ^ j ,i .Tii a ii - While the tone is as sweet as you ever snail near, 
into tforman, 1 am convincea that the studies would V"“.. - My dainty Piano, nay sweet-toned:Piano, 
excite, on their appearance in Germany, the greatest at- My new “Crown’VPiano which all love to bear, 
ten tion# I hope, dear Mr* BCason, that you will not znis* Not less is my love for the beautiful Organ, 
interpret these lines. You stand in no need of any Wbosetonesbearaihess^esowelcometome, 
praise or admiration from me, but I am compelled to ' :: 
do myself the pleasure of telling yon how ^highly I value Its i^eds are the finest* its action is easy^- 
and respect yod arid Vour work. Yonrs sincerely, its excellence jastly hM won it renown; 
(SignedY Rafael Josefft. ' 
S.—May I take this opportunity of suggesting Hy richly carved Organ, my durable Organ, > 
JUST PUBLISHED: HANDBOOK OF MUSIC 
_ AND MUSICIANS, containing more than 3000 
musical terms and biographical sketches of 1500 promi- 
-J <’ composer concisely a ;ed r Ch Herman. 
Bound in f \ 
I ronp picture i four 1 n pro ninent odern 
 
_ ____ ___ r. 
flexible cloth, with title-page containing a 
■ ...... ' r.7-1'—.7—i composers. 
Price $1.25 For sal f The >. 11 s < tf, Phil id Ipl ia 
AF INTEREST TO CONSERVATORIES.—A cele- 
brated teacher, of most snccessfnl experience as 
director, can he secured to take charge of a mnsic 
school. This is a rare opportunity. Address “Director,” 
care of The Etude. 
Ij^OR SALE.—A Square Piano, but little used. Will 
be sold at a sacrifice. Address “ Piano,” Etude 
Office. 
This is the time of year when the progressive teacher 
does his reading np for the next season’s work. We have 
in stock a large variety of the leading works on mnsic. 
Send for a price list and catalogue. 
The special offer in last issue will be continued to 
July 1st Therefore all who have not yet subscribed for 
Grade VI of Mathews’ “ Course of Piano Studies” have 
yet an opportunity of doing so at rates of last issue, 
namely, twenty-five cents, bat cash mustaccompany order. 
The volume will be delivered during the month of June, 
when all special prices cease. 
In addition to the above, we will send all of the un¬ 
published volumes (VI,VII, VIII, IX, X) as they are 
issued, for $1.00, if cash accompanies the order. We 
expect to furnish the entire course in time for fall teach¬ 
ing. 
° At .SA 
—The time of the year has arrived for the return of 
the music on sale which has been sent to onr patrons 
dluJlSE 
ORDER BY ' , . - 1 ' ’ ' 
HUMBKE ONLY, - h , ‘ -, \ ^| • ; • ' PBICE 
1390. ^PinieMarch. 
,':.;■' Vh*  - 35 
A melodious piece in an rosy grade, which will be 
hailed with pleasure by both teacher and pupil. It 
furnishes a good study in wrist touch as well as in 
finger action 
1391. Geibel, Adam. The Jolly Picnieers. 
Grade II. 85 
tarantella after h order c* eliei ( i © fill 
and pretty. 
1392. Q-eibel, Adam. In the Shadow. 
Grade IT. 85 
rl<%, - >« i - i early in (Sr e I, an wil - 
•i nl | rp i. acquiring a II • a •* n J 
wrist 
1393. Qeibel, Adam. Eventide Reverie. 
Grade II.... 85 
Another of the same set. It is written with the 
well-known fluency of this writer. Useful for 
teaching. 
1394. Q-eibel, Adam. Fairies’ Serenade. 
Grade II. 85 
This is the last of a set of five pieces by a well- 
known writer. They form a very welcome addition to 
ts a list f easy t aching ie T«;* 1 mber 1 
ve - > ac ft1, u d vhen , d wit llg arm 
an ieli ® tone „ i esat * tty 6fec 
1895. May, Walter H. UneiPetite Rhap- 
sodie. Grade IV..... 50 
I * heme I go d a <i - eli devel I . 
bass affords good practice in theme-playing and 
broken chord work. It can be recommended as a 
good piece of teaching music. 
1396. Bohmy Carl; Op. 309. The Hunter’s 
Call. Grade IV.........  60 
A characteristic pi > by a popular writ* rhe 
horns first call the hunters together, when the chorus 
l ins Lg« study in staccato chords 
1397. Lebierreg O. Op. 33. Fidelia. Grade 
IV  40 
A Sance >, Jpani baracte » ’ and airy in 
tyle but w > very decided rh the and harply 
. o t'. i its. The b with i iythn ei 
and sixteenth notes is good practice. 
1398. Elleneureioh, A. Spinning Song. 
Grade II. 20 
An excellent, easy piece,bright and taking. Tin 
bass carries an accompaniment of broken fifths and 
octaves; while the right plays the melody, which, 
later, is transferred to the left hand. 
1399. Cheeswright, F. Song—On© of Us 
Tw .. ‘ 30 
- ■ A singable melody with a rather quaint accompani- 
- ■ merit. It la riot ham, and being of moderate compass, 
it will suit a middle voice. ’ 
1400. Qoerdeler, R. I Think of Thee. 
Grade I I. 30 
A popular piece; well on—in parts—in Grade III. 
Syncopation, sixths, and arpeggios form the features 
of the piece. It is melodious. 
1401. Godard, Benj. Op. 60, No. 6. Mar¬ 
i' cel (The Huguenot). Grade V. 60 
Introduced into this composition is Luther’s chor- 
ole, “ Ein Feste Burg ” Tne.'piece abounds in octave 
and chord work and affords a good study in full-arm 
touch. 
1402. Carpenter, T. Leslie. A Twilight 
Meditation. Grade III... 60 
This piece will present no especial difficulty to a 
student well on in Grade III, and will be found to be 
. very interesting. V-'.,! Ac: I • A-' 
The inelodyAle good, and the entire place is well 
worked out. / ■ The crossing of hands is affective, and the piece is 
musieianly. 
1403. Presser, Theo. School of Four-hand 
Playing. Grade III. 1 00 
This v iime f the “School of Four-ha !' ig’ 
I n Jes duet by Bein ie *■ ehhon Bam felder, - 
Schubert, • Lachner, and Chopin; Each number is 
valuable, and, * four-bai pi tag is most importr 
p t tur oi ian stt y, neir sefulr sst tea i rs 
cai dl e overe lated * lu pres nta 
i'se e, f four-hand pic s, -t> carefull edit «, 
ft , < jj I, and it ',i*> Id i a - and s r 
eve v te ache x f Jlano 
1404. Loeschhom, A. Op. 88, Ho. 3. 
Dance Hongroise. Four Hands. 
Grade III.•'.. 85 
A melodious piece for two young players, giving 
g<KM pract a in staccat ,n>, J - ict i, 
_npt difficult 
1405. Baumfelder, F. Op. 161, Ho. 5. 
Minstrels’ Song. Four hands. 
Grade III.. 85 
Anotl >r a je for ft ur > % ds 
The primo has a taking melody which may be 
phrased effectively, while the second o has passages of 
thirds which will require a little practice. 
1406. Schubert, F. Op. 27, Ho. 1. Marche 
Heroique. Four hands. Grade HI 20 
A short march which will impress itself upon the 
young players. Simple, but strong in its character. 
1407. Schubert, F. Op. 78. Minuet. Four 
hands. Grade III...85 
The celebrated Minuet, from Op. 78, arrangea for 
four hands; It lends itself to the arrangement well, 
.and l.siniM ti<AM within thpi rflflfih of VOIlDEf DlOY” 
., BORDER.-BT;1., - i a tmHhaVY'v :- 
NOMBER ONtY.ggg g§| Ig£g:. '' ' • - . . ■ 
Talse. 
Grade V.................................... . 
This waltz is not hackneyed either in melody or 
style. There is originality about it and fine work for 
intermediate students. Like all this set, it requires 
taste and intelligence for its proper understanding. 
1376. Colt mer, B. M >nad G lante. 
Grade V.... ... ....... . 
Another interesting piece for both teacher and pu¬ 
pil. The style is elevated, and the effects good 
throughout 
There is a touch of mixed rhythm, and the left-hand 
work is valuable, because of the exercise it gives in 
wide accompaniment playing. It cannot be com- 
mended too higt ly. 
•1877., il Renaud I m adour 
(Gavotte). Grade III.............. 
A quaint gavotte, furnishing a first-class study in 
staccato work. To phrase it properly and render It 
with a crisp staccato touch and light arm careful 
p m tice vlllbei ici ssary. 
1378. Thome, Francis. Minuet. Grade HI.. 
It is a pleasure to commend such pieces as this. It, 
wi ei pi iriy taught, will do much to awake usi- 
cal taste, and a higher understanding of musical 
form. 
The content is excellent, and will be of decided in¬ 
i' - at to teat he t'andq up. i 
1379. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 16. La Ronde 
du Serail, Grade HI ... 
The melody is principally in thirds (semi-staccato), 
% ><i‘ ( lie n chorda, wnil the ci s give in 
full chords; The left hand,has an effective accompani¬ 
ment, the occasional iteration of E flat, first line of 
treble, iving • l effect, 1 h is heightened lat 
on by bringing this iteration into more prominence. 
Useful and pie sing. 
1380. Godard, Benjamin. Op. 14. Les 
Hirondelles. Grade IV........... 
A rather odd theme in minor, with occasional 
lapses into the msyor. A good exercise in rapid ar¬ 
peggios and in two-finger work. A useful teachiug 
piece, 
1381. Oh n in le C Op 5 ieuse. 
(Etude de Concert, Ho. 3.) Grade 
VI ... ,, .. .. . .... ... .. .... . .. 
A good concert dtude. requiring well-controlled 
arm and wrist and flexible fingers. Both hands are 
given opportunities for work. While a good techni¬ 
cal study, it is also tuneful and capable of a musical 
, rendering. This, with the numbers from 1370, was 
v 1 . fir red by M ichard Zeckwer, a fa 
which enhances their value. They comprise a set 
< f teat hipg pier prepared for the prea by t n ei 
i cm mus al authority and teacher rad \ , un« i 
t iemselv m to %'J chera. 
1382. Fillmore, T, H. Barcarolle. Grade 
WEIBT, • ‘ 
mtHBER, OKI.T ' ' , H| ■; SIH' I gig ' | gg \ - , 
1357. ’Folkmarm. Op. 27, Mrx 5. 'Polk 
Bong, Grade |tgp.. 
This is a selection from MacDougal’s “ Studies in 
Melody Haying,” Yol. II. It demands a slow delivery 
and a veryepstained, firm tone. Impassioned delib- 
erati n isits characteristic. 
1858. Tschaikowsky. Op. 39, No. 17. 
German Song. Grade II....... 
A very graceful piece in % time. It should not be 
played too fast, like & waltz. A good exercise in light 
wrist playing 
1859: Gurlitt, O. Op. 140, Ho. 7. Fes¬ 
tive Dance. Grade IT.... 
A spirited waltz, giving opportunity for phrasing, 
es es ion, an 1 1 ght left-hand playing 
1360 Schytte; L. Op. 69, Mo 12. Good 
Night. Grade II .... .. 
A very effective short piece. The work for both 
hands is good, and the whole to interesting and' 
attractive. 
1361. MacDougal, H. O. Christmas Pas¬ 
torale. Grade II..................... 
Both hands have important work in this piece. It 
is well calculated to develop young Btudents in taste 
and intelligence. It must be studied to be properly 
rendered 
1362. Von Wilm, N. Op. 81, No. 13. 
Qracile Song. ' Grade II . . 
This is a melody and accompaniment for the same 
hand. The bass has also an effective figure. The 
phrasing is indicated. It is a good Btudy in melody 
playing. 
1363. Kavanagh, I. Andante. Grade II. 
This piece approaches Grade III-in difficulty, arse! is 
worthy of hearty commendation. Melody and accom¬ 
paniment are both in one hand, while the interest 
of the other (the left) is fully equal. Thirds anti 
chord in ease he lifficultj ’ he >ieee 
1364. Rummel, J. Romance. Grade II. 
A good studyin cantabile playing. A broad sing¬ 
ing tone is required, and figures of sixteenth notes - 
res t t ncy <rt s i trj tag. 
1365. Kull I Op 6S No 1 Even¬ 
ing: Bell. Grade II... 
This also approaches Grade III in some respects. 
The bell effect is made by a reiterated B-flat in the 
treble. The melody begins in the left hand and is re¬ 
sponded to by the right. A crossing of the hands 
takes place in the latter part of the piece. , 
1366. Tsehaikowski. Op. 39, Ho. 18. 
Italian Song. Grade II.......... 
A bit of musical fun at the expense of an early 
Itai ian style. Of interest to a young student. 
1367. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, Ho. 2. Hilarity. 
Irad II . . . . 
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both 
hands respond to each other. Bright and lively ia 
style, united with pedagogic value, it will be a 
favorite. 
1368. Lichner, H. - Op. 24. Scherzo. 
ie II ...... . 
A good piece by a1 popular writer. Scale passages 
and staccato choniB slteroate wish each other. Tne 
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand. 
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand 
affi m *• excellent finger p -v tl e. 
1369. B h i O Oi 169 ,. ! Love 
Song. Grade II . . 
Bather more difficult than some of the foregoing. 
It is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giving 
an excellent chance for tasteful and expressive pLy- 
. tag. Its octaves increase its difficulty, 
1370. Sckyl Op N 13 Fairy 
Tale. Grade II....... .... - .. 
Somewhat on the tarantella style, giving practice in 
broken chords and in the light arm movement. 
The pieces from No. 1356 to 1370 are from H. C. 
MacDougal’s “ Studies in Melody Playing,” Vol II. 
The fingering; phrasing, and pedaling are carefully 
and critical!y marked. They are chosen for their 
educational value and form a valuable addition to the 
list of interesting teaching pieces in Grade It. The 
convenience of securing them in single form will be 
appreciated. 
1371. Lamothe, Georges. Op. 262. Estu- 
diantina (Cap. Espagnol). Grade 
rnioit 
A thoroughly good piece. The running accem- 
] anii ie I h left hand i good; the m i • stu¬ 
ple, but effective. A contrast is afforded by the 
sh t midd par ns sha ps,the< gtna sey t 
A major. 
1383. Reed, Chas. H. Gavotte a la Fan- 
tasie Grade IV.. .. 
. ■ A good study in wrist and arm playing. It eon- 
t tins s ’.'ik >, ini - eating tri - 
20 1384. Rathbun, F. G. Elfin Dance. Grade 
III.. . . ... ..... .. 
A very delightful and interesting piece. Popular, 
hut' cot trashy. It contains excellent practice in 
touch and phrasing, and can be given a. distinctly 
educatio :-p' yalnri, 
1385. Moter, Oarl. Op. 1, Ho. 1. Menu- 
etto. Grade Ill................................ 
Attractive and useful. Of good form and melody, 
and introduces bits of octave work for left hand. 
1386. Moter, Carl. Op. 1, Ho. 2. Oapric- 
cietto. Grade III.;. 
■ A good study in scale playing. The piece of imita¬ 
tion with which the piece begins is interesting, and 
throughout the entire piece excellent opportunities 
are given for improving practice. 
1387. May, Walter H. Entre Nous. 
Grade III............ 
A bright, effective polka caprice. It will be found 
usei t’-i ' ‘ ' - > > < 1 * >A f < r '• - > 
of trash. 
175 1388. Presser, Tbeo. Octave Studies ...... 
- Octave studies which are neither too hard nor too 
mechanical are in demand, and this is a .set of such 
studies as will meet the requirements of the ease. 
They are decidedly interesting, and are carefully 
. _. .7 ...graded,. JEaeh-6tudy4s prefaced-by-a preparatory ex¬ 
ercise, to be repeated a number of times, and which 
will prepare the hand for the work to follow, A list 
ot pieces and studies, also graded, is given which 
contains works of this class. These octave studies 
ou can be nsed as a complement to Mason’s Touch and 
Technic, Vol. IV. 
1389. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 65, Book I. 
Special Exercises in Scale Play¬ 
ing, with particular reference to 
the development of the 3d, 4th, 
50 and 5th fingers of each hand....... 
TIbsi- exerciss compriseasetofshort studies— 
mechanical in their nature—for the more rapid devel¬ 
opment of the weak fingers of the hand. 
They are based upon the experience' of the author, 
a teacher of established reputation, an  it may be 
relied upon that.they fulfill their mission. ' 
wmj/usifciuu. st-uai. wsmjii gift uuii vitiuc tsuitieS : 
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both 
technically and musically. 
It is s>, piece which affords full opportunity for the 
teaching of modern technics si" touch. 
1373. Ten Brink, Jules. Op. 12. ^'In the 
Forest. Grade IV. ..... ... ..... ... .. 
The melody Is carried by tho left hand In an accom¬ 
paniment of broken chortle in the right. Near the 
close the same theme is delivered by the thumbs of 
both hands, while the remaining fingers are busied 
by t .Vii orient. It is also a good .teaching 
piece, hut will reqnire work of an intelligent sort. 
1374. Ohaininade, O. Op. 24. The Dragon 
Flies. Grade y......... 
Arm, band, and. finger control are necessary here 
in full measure. Charming effects can he made in 
this piece. The left hand plays as an accompaniment 
to a melody, itself affording opportunities for phras¬ 
ing, a figure of sixteenth notes, through which there 
sounds arrepetition of a single note, D below the treble 
. 
BY CA1 HOFFMAN 
PRICE - - SB CENTS. 
Presents an analytical study of control of move¬ 
ment and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanical and expressional technic as re¬ 
spects the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand, upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, in playing the piano. 
Add ress PseblAsltePi 
THEO. PRESSES., 
IfSI Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
There are many e. llentv (h Ight “tng, but 
in the matter of reiterative exercise t been: t 
lack. Mr. Gilc' aVa work, r< ioes, the accumulated 
’ ience rs, meat pletely i sta this want, a 1 ge amount 
of practice being given.on each it comes up, and the - hole, 
while a • • ir, being ha .erizrtc 
by a v* ry high type of mash lanship, 
n consists exclusively of Txme-I.bbsohs, in one, two, and 
four i i id are nd .he 
pupil Is thereby er sntion entirely on JUt 
roe-princii is Involved. Pr Oc . u 
S BS is given ent ■-ely . ea ithout sj dal 
olaf*. a to keyr beginning with t! simplest an ogr iggradu- 
aliy to the more complex. Price 60 cants. 
Ms® EUOS& popnlaK:edltloii before the nubile. 
EBOOK III is divided into two parts, the first consisting of ten 
’■'YTirff exercisea in each major and minor key, without modulation; the E2e- 
° ond, of the same number, with modulations. This book, with its 260 
Bf©w ©dittPBBQ. TEne besft ff©i? ©Daois1 EHmdJ fltooMval exercises, in one, two, and four parts, is a most valuable one, and 
■''■■.'■.■■■ub©.-'.;.: entirely unique. In fact, the work as a whole stands quite alone in 
its exhaustiveness and systematic arrangement. 
al Edition of Song Books. It is, as Its name implies, merely a collection of Exercises. ^The¬ 
oretical instruction is left entirely to the teacher, and the exercises 
byy Itb© ^ir©ttli ABB! AnAPTATWT? im awv HVgi*aW: ' 
f:: The ex rcises are so rranged <aat they can be used by either 
'male, female, or mixed-voice classes. \ 
They give the teacher just what h wantsJor any kind of class, 
,' :,/.j .. . save him an immense amount of black-board work, and give the 
pupil plenty of practice at home. 
It is, without doubt, the largest and moot complete set of eight-singing 
exercises ever published, and must soon become a necessity in every 
In Two Books, well-organized school where music is taught, as well as to every 
.... ... , ■ ■ , t Price,$1.0 (Written in this composer’s most melodious style.) 
Pniee, IBooEs l.... .so 
~rr~r~~. , '..".'BoolK II........ „g® 
WEITE FOB CATALOGUE.  
fHE B0OSEY EDIflOWo 
BY CARL HOFPM’i N 
New and revised edition. Based upon latest 
technical ideas connected with touch, rhythm, ac- 
cent, dynamic shading, freer independence Of mem¬ 
bers associated in piano playing, among themselves 
and in combination. In the hands of thoughtful 
teachers and students most excellent results will 
follow the use of these Exercises, which need only 
to be thoroughly tested to be widely used for teach-1 New Educational Work 
ing purposes. 
Address Publisher, 
TO1©0 PGS1©©IIKB 
1704 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia,, 
BOOSEY & CO., 
Mo. 3 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET 
NEW YOEK. 
OUR OWN MAKE, 
£dee 8LG8. 09-09 per fiesea, by Ispreoo. 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It la a dmple 
folio in doth, with three strings to tie the open endo. 
Address THE©, PBESSEffi, Phila., f*a. 
Sample copies sent upon application. 
PUBLISHED BY 
iethid for fl® Piam® New Cantata for Small Choral Societies. 
“JOHN GILPIN” 
ALBEftY W. S>@H©YB PRICE $1.50. 
May be had, together with press notices and musical synopsis, from 
^ aU mu8ic Btorea- This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
Stadias im 
HAMILTON O. MAOBQUGALL, 
Something New ansi HemarkabSe! 
Invented by C. W. GRIMM. 
COLUMBIA COLLECTION 
CLASSICAL < PIANO -MUSIC 
S KI©56 IM STI8T BESPECT TO .Alfl BOOK; 
•- OV'ITS «S® £V£S ftsttsas®. 
©Iftiosfc 
The Imp' 
For Piano, Typewriter, Sew¬ 
ing machine or Desk.- It af¬ 
fords the most delicious corn- 
lent to weak backs. It is beau¬ 
tiful and artistic is design. 
Adjustable to fit large or small, 
short or tall persons. 
Will send any style on ap¬ 
provals to be returned at our 
expense if not perfectly satis¬ 
factory. Ask your dealer for 
the ‘ ‘ Davis Chair. ’ ’ Send for 
catalogue of full upholstered 
styles, with price lists and dis¬ 
counts. Agents wanted. 
Fries I kel p ■ «.*, 10 Gt at , ' Po isM 
OJvtag feh© oorreot Metronomic MarEso after the 
Maslssl Standard, together with thb 
Era® S@ffl.p6s of all the Danoeo. 
, Xhese lastramentB liaTeheeii Hespecmllj. mami&otiired 
for Thb Stubs, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers, Address 
A. ' 2sfOBLB JkJST: 
BY FANNY MOBBII 8UTB. 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
1 hook srhl I will c teas a peculiar inter el fnr .2 n oi 
music, being a collection of the lectures on the evolution and con- 
struetjoii of the piano 
rise 1 , > - > • caret stud »: thf seta c * 4 marax 
• -u prain ? stnc y,made st alone in 1 braries,bntin pis no-factories 
-<,! worl hops- “ They present s... picturesque t J gmpli ' J 
scriptio ret . ksj h of the an© * srs > Fh 2 i n < 
1 • j co 3., n I- j 1 urs lie ii *4.. otb r-^orm, v>. »a » thf 
eretsol the trade h ve been nr th fir ’•i-' mi endered 1 r ti 
use f thi itl < The lector . zeitei *«.<*< V 5 * e u? 4 leir 
deli? "y, and Miss Sn ■ a »ol :ged tc repeat he 1 befor saam 
bar of < her audi* nces 
ot e Art makes a volume of 160 pages, i astral frftl ■j >re thai six e gr ing It is ted i 1 dait j <• n prl ed o 
, 3 paper he leaves un it 1 s < - ad n gina the cove 
j . mete p per •- dated i, doll * d. 
For sale by 
I in ii ha adsome Bn; -> loth,Gilt Top Pol ij In box& nd 
>1 nly in complete This sew edi in nciudes the Ind z 
Prfen fop II Volumes, (including index,} $18.8i» 
Price -f:.t Snde 1, - - ’• - $2.8©. 
Add THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTHIJT ST., PHILA. 
PRICE ----- $1.80^ 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of th© 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil- 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the workj Rudiments of Musical' Form; 
Phrasing j What it is to Play with Expression 
1704 Chestnut Stre Philadelphia. 44* 3 
Subjective and Object v !e r laying, s- 0 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of "Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the countiy. As a work of^genuine useful¬ 
ness In leaching, the volume cannot be excelled, 
VOL. 11. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
rhi his % p actical is it is vain Me. The pi nciples fiven in the treatise are exemplified in a senes of the 
nest e mj dons of tb gi atest c< npo - n In ing 
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Ghopin^and 
This work is a companion volume to 
“Chats with Music Students” by the 
same author. Numerous phases of art 
and art life .are - talked about in a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of success to teachers and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing 
has a real value in it, that will make this 
companion volume indispensable to every 
’musician. 
MENDELSSOHN. 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Prosser. 
®a 
Five Grades .-Row Ready, 
PRICE 75 CENTS, BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47 W. §. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted ma¬ 
gicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of Stndeo, 
and from them selected snch as are most useful for 
meeting Overy necessity in1 a teacher’s eSrp&rience. 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling musical and 
useful-1 hnic I qualities of th : Stndes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
containing about thirty pages, and the studies In e&eh 
totaaa progressivel| arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
ample fsstoi 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
papei It is annotated and newlj phrased a d 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es¬ 
pecially practical and valuable. There are 
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. 
The selections were by the advice and'eo-opera¬ 
tion of many leading musicians of this country. 
• Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Cteotaaf Sirest, ~ PUtadslokia. I?a. 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin IS® Coiy9 
Artiir Paste, iimrd Baxter Perry, John 8® fga 
Cleve, Wllsoa 0. Smith, and Charles W® Lqe^gq® 
These 6tudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, nse of pedal made clear and 
.concise, and each one is described, named, and anno* 
ta af the r marks c mtaining 1 Ueu ble hin 1 and ingg< s 
t obs aa t' touch, style * nd n ethoda of study, FMs is 
■ft fines te lit! »n of-6 sel aim nl>* itnde - everpnbli had. 
Address Publisher, 
. . THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Ckeotant Steeot, - fkilcdelpMa, Pa. * M*1 
Q R .A D £ I 
OE»El VCt : 
price number o lt. price. : 
1314. Sohytte, L. Op. 09, Ho. 0. In the 
MilL Grade II.  20 
75 The difficulty of this excellent piece depends upon 
the maimer of playing « ' 
If the mill ettfecc is to be brought out, the proper | tempo taken, the shading, phrasing, etc., thoroughly 
done, its difficulty;largely increases. It is a very 
fine, teaching pieces simple, but effective. 
1315. Gipollone, A. Op. 524. Bsmam- 
j 25 branoe. Grade IY.. 60 
Another study in melody and accompaniment-play. ■ ing by the same hand. The melody, ia sometimes, 
above, slow the <ment, ai thus 
gives the entire ha 1 an opportunity to secure the 
advantages of the study. It ia also transferred to 
the i as at times. Theent r piece fa tune u m , 
with its-octave, arpeggio, and 1 oken octave ilaying, 
35 -will be a favorite with teachers, lt contains a short 
cadenza. . . 
1316. Reif.F. Remembrance of Carlsbad. 
Grade III... 30 
This piece will he a welcome addition to the easier 
grades of parlor pieces. It contains gqod practice in 
t t* thirds,® ta as,and croe hand playing. The melody 
ri ' ibellished by gr e j and gii i an pjk tunit 
for expression. 
1317. Klein, Cecil B. Lover's Tryst. Ro¬ 
mance. Grade IV..... 50 
This belongs to a higher class of music, and will re- Say study. The work of the left hand is an excellent 
rill in wide accompaniment playing. The - piece is 
1 25 carefully fingered, and the marks of expression are 
fully given. 
The right hand has plenty of work in thirds and 
sixths. Altogether, It, is unusually good. 
1318. Heins, Carl. Op. 119. On Lake 
Chiem. Grade HI.... 40, 
This piece affords good exercise ia the playing of ■ i 
thin ; the mi •< > belt jj ■>,« iv c rrit en. It 
. also contains cross-hand work of an easy character. 
It is a.useful teaching piece, 
60 1319. Matthey, Jul. Herm. Op. 03. In 
the Spinning Room. Grade III.... 40 
This is a veritable addition to the list of teaching 
piecea.ItisauexceIlentdrill;inrapidlegato,non- 
legato, and staccato playing.- It will be found very 
on useful i . s»c lug a light ar id hand intro! 
It can be heartily commended. 
1320. Matthey, Jul. Herat,. .Op. 61. 
Youthful Hours, Gavotte. € n de 
III.   40 
..--i'.The difficulty of this govotte-approaches Grade TV ' 
in some parts. ~ It demands a flexible wrist and well- 
{ com rolled arm. 
' 75 Staccato, thirds and octaves Interspersed with 
chords make up its content. 
There is octave work: for both hands. 
A quite loi- run of thirds at the close gives an op- 
portuhilyto inquire enduran , 
1321. Behr, Franz. Angel's Harp. Grade 
IH... 50 
The well-known flowing^ melodious style of this 
irrlte rig present In this nu: nt ei, and it will < epopu- 
1 because the pretty melody and grac ful embel- 
,35 . llduraitb _ - 
1322. Behr, Fr. Lute Serenade. Grade III... 50 
• - Another taking piece. It is well adapted to teach- 
Ieg par pc - ■ a, ahu w ill be iiseiul. "to 
1323 ' Mendelssohn. Selected Songs with- 
75 to - ' out Words/ Critically Revised 
, 1341. by Calvin B. Cady. Grades HI to 
VI.....:....... ................................... 75 
This is No. 6 of the Edition' Presser, and la well 
bound and' of excellent typographical appearance, 
*|tj being1 char and list crowded. It is prefaced by-.a 
00 portrait mi biographical sketch of Mendelssohn, 
i This la ft valuable feature to the student, as It im¬ 
presses the personality of the Master nponhim, and 
greatly aids in forming musical conceptions of his 
* works. 
, 1 80 The editing, as done by Mr. Cady.ls of exceptional 
value, just m might be expected from so thorough 
* larlya m 
1 directions as to the playing sf various phrases; the | r deal text metuated by slf i 
1 - tre - the preiace is a suet ct 
* statemen iples ft edit n. 
1 ■ * The hesi • emi m 
* au 
p \ 1342 Boekehnan, Bernardus/i * Four 
50 * s from J. S. 1- 
i tp 3dO ,vi« tor h m- 
r 1 to >r : Coloi 
» end tpen ed Harmo: io 
r Sc me II, each.....nt , 50 
S 'SO 
here e«t&lctgu«i. 
ORDER BY 
HUMBKR OMIT. 
1301. Lent, Ernest. Op. 10, Ho. ' 1. 
Cradle Song. Four Hands. 
Grade III....... .... ..................... 
Tills duet is a muslcianly composition, and while 
it is simple technically, it uflbrds opportunity tor 
tasteful phrasing and an expressive touch. It is to 
be heart ij commended. 
1302. Lent, Bmest, Op 10, Ho 2. 
Spinning Song. Foui Hands. 
Grade IV....... 
A piece by the same author which shows the samo 
musicis touch, phras- 
ing, and facility. These tv duets are we ■ tl 
atienlk - sra. 
2.303. Lent, Ernest. Twilight. Song for 
Sop mo oic .  
■ A song with a singable melody and an effective 
accompaniment Is of tedium difl alty. and-ranges 
from F. first space, to, A above the staff. Is good 
for teaching a rt. 
1304. Battman, J. L. Op. 313, Ho. 3. 
Sonatina. Grade HI..................... 
• e of thi rd eerie: third gi i< 
pieces, and belongs to the els .1 set. 
These sonatinas are especially designed to advance 
the ' andh. 
andas -t sources. 
3305. Moelling, Theo. 12 Preludes. In¬ 
troductory -to the study of Bach. 
Grade V and VI................................. 
These preludes are intended to serve as m. intro- 
duction to the more serious woiksof Bach. They 
are in the form of canons and are contrapuntally 
worked out. They are well calculated to arouse 
interest in the 'more serious class of compositions 
ani should be used by every teacher who desires to 
elev te be taste of his upils, rly tau ht 
they will do much toward this end. 
1305. Janke, G. Op. 15, Ho. 1. Sonata. 
Grade III......... 
A useful sonata, furnishing excellent work inruns 
and double notes. 
1307. Webb, F. R. Op. 00. The 
Mountain Stream Valeo. Grade 
1 ORDER BY 
TOHB&B QSLY, V. 
i fa« tre tment i? » fhg e - * i in this • d tion 
if destined to so- great g-tied in the study of the 
classic. 
8 » IBach the mu cal staff of life 
- but the ; -.; y pt-rienced by the i i en¬ 
tering int It - ti tore of h «gu« ■ f e* <; 
limited t j range of tt i usefulness. Itiaaoe a 
fialthatacc understand! - ftbei i 
chould be had, in order to an iutetlig. nt porform- 
ance that-an edition which makes comparatively ■ , easy inch: knowledge ill be baited wi i <!•(»/’->" 
Thi bjectanc 
- cou i in purple a 1. 
Each fugue t act »mp nied by a separate si eet, 
upon »Mei i iver a complete harmon . hemi in 
i to tion to -a < planation oi to; r. u stru to @ 
The entire work is very thoroughly done, and will 
j ik »it ■* sy r tt es ud mt fu ly t a ierstand I s 
in1 rie sa'ol fUgiieplayi t l ties i ioi . ><-< u~ 
the preface, “ Where eye, ear, mind, and will co¬ 
operate, there art dwells.” 
Bu :h t. work as this dci much in thi of 
is %ti nd *.>j ai nece^ary *s« keej: ei ylhing 
consistent makes the undertaking au onerous one. 
7 fa . a at Jap n\,:, i 11 fl n li le oi no -r. se for 
' > aplalnt •:< - > r » ve letail it reful 
. tt led to and must lam 1 Ipr igns si p em 3, 
1346. Mohr, Herman. Op. 04, Ho. L. 
Tyrolienne. Grade H. 
A good teaching piece of a rather higher order 
that ordinal the 1 Iody is a aps « by a » 
easy bass, and has the phrasing and fingering care¬ 
fully indicated. 
1347. Mohr, Herman. Op. 04, Ho. 2. > 
Polka. Grade HI. 
A very bright and interesting polka. Tt is a good 
study in light, crisp playing, ana is written in this 
, o npoc usasd e i ell< nt style 
1348. Mohr, Herman. Op. 04, Ho. 3. Bar¬ 
carolle. Grade H.. 
A good study in melody plaving, as it affords an 
opportunity for singing tone. It is interesting and 
melodious 
1349. Ohipman, Edgar P. Valse de' 
L'Univeraitie. Grade IH.. 
A series of. waltzes, opening with a theme in. 
octaves, with the marked chords in the same part. 
It will 1 . servic i tc te c xei 
1350. Horthrup, Theo. P. Danza Haba¬ 
nera. Grade IV...;. 
A dance, with a quaint rhythm. 
It is rather plaintive in effect, and, with the exer¬ 
cise it gives in wrist and arm touches, it will be 
1 kt i : firs a tea Mngj ir,-*' 
1351. Paderewski, J. J. Op. 3, Ho. 3. 
Chantdu Voyageur. Grade IV..... 
.... .. This I ave f m at (hi pieceof-pian * 
requ * a a > *i t u h and s d • > 1 lg us of 
" the damper pedal. It is such a piece as requires 
study to properly bring out even its simplicities. 
There is an a ndauce of op] . c* for disc rise 
*.’7.,* tseof m,bai » • nge touene it '-’it 
tott e tea ht rise than ji it t notes. 
1352. Schmidt, Oscar. Op. 33. Gavotte 
Pastorale. Grade HI. 
A good gavotte, interesting in melody and har¬ 
mony, and a useful exercise ia phrasing. Such 
pieces i thie to Id l u .-j j r sry teache £ ■ 
their intrinsic value. 
1353. Smith, Wilson G-. Op. 48, Ho..2. 
Second Mazurka Caprice Grad© 
HI... ............................................. 
One of Mr. Smith’s always welcome pieces. It. is 
smooth, flowing, and bright. It will present no dif- 
fictdty to the student 
1354. Magnus, D. Op. 243. Song of May. 
Grade IV...... ...... .. ........ 
This soneofaaerie edited by Richard Zeekwer, 
and la especially useful forstudeuts, A little motive 
siterated in ne has Rives - q« incy to to j r ; 
The light arm and wrist a»js factors in a successfhl 
performance of the composition. 
1355. Goerdeler, Richard. Beautiftsl 
Spring Reverie. Grade IV.. 
This is compot im¬ 
positions. It ia characterized by toe same Sowing: 
melody as his other, pieces. Itis pne of his best, and 
. will repay use. :-.//; 
1356 Studio in Melody Playing for 
to Pianoforte Pupils.. Volume H. 
1370. Edited by EL. O. Macdougall. 
GradeHand HI...—....................... 
Pieces by Wllm, VoTk?>r.fin, Tsehaikovsky, Qurlitt, 
8chytte, bummel, Kullak, Iiichner, and Bohm, et&,- 
ettK- Annotated with aiiiple!notes, hhlp®,:explaua- 
- - tlons, and practical suggestion**. Sapenqr. printo 
paps*, and engraving.' An invaluable set fcf pisislBf 
iusdulng pi ces. ;'.:/‘'; l . ■.%. ■ . 
A very brilliant waltz, written in gmi style. The 
ernes e original rong. It will afford 
good pire.*. - r ■ .! -* if >:>-> -ind . ->>i- 
; 
The fingering and pedaling ore carefully 
indicated." 
1308. xm B. ' lot Klai; ’er 
IU ”Ror anti< ?oen Grade VII.’
“it 
Rack’ with air iuc- 
ti 
the so- .guitar 
melodiex, and the occasional -appearance of wind.” 
It i Main: som ito.- It e linlcsl work ai 1 will 
repay study. 
1309. Reinecke, O. Op. 40, Ho. 2. 
Christmas Eve. Four Hands. 
Grade III.. ...... ... ..... ..... .... ........ 
Or.<3 of the school of Four Hand Playing which 
co i si tubers. Thin Is high 
a good study in; both staccato and legate play¬
ing as well £>57 in chords. 
1310. Da Grau, Durand. Feu FoJ at. Cap- 
r- s Elei; ant. G 71. 
A uch. It 
Is brilliant aud showy. Is contains a good cross- 
hand movement. 
1311. Powell, S. F. In the Woodland. 
Reverie. Grade VI......... 
A characteristic piece, fkirnlshinggood practice is
brokt i i - 
1312. Heine, C arl. Op. 120. Song- of the 
Birds (Idylle.J Grade HI.... 
Thes develop 
uadsitixiugioiich te'fe/n. Kmoaixhol&tsnmfi 
u© 
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
1611 GIRARD AVENUE. 
(incorporated 1891.) 
Private and Class Z-esnnns in nil Branches of ffitesie, 
Terms .SO to Si iiO, 
FREE ADVANTAGES. Clauses in Harmony, Symphony, and 
Ensemble b® h focal 11 - % men 1, Coi ' and Lectures 
MATTIE HT. CDIfflAEniMLISES, ff’pfiimellijMffi.n. 
American Cos si vato u 
CHICICERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
SPECIAL NORMAL SESSION 
FSOH JTO.T ffitk t® AUSITSS 2&. 
?xms«8l Inducements Offered, ferns Moderate, 
gend for Special Sirenlar. Fall fern begin Sept. nth. 
ADDRESS. 
AI3ERIEA! CONSERVATORY, 
1.3. HATTSTAEDT, Director, 
CHICKERING HALL, « CHICAGO, ILL. 
SUMMER SCHOOLS 
MTTOtV’ifM ®r- Palmer, Director; Wm. H. Sherwood, 
fl |N| I : Piano; Bernhard Listemann, Violin; J. Harry 
w kJAvi Wheeler, Voice; 1. V. Flagler, Organ; L. S. 
Lesson, Harmony, Fall course, 280 lessons, SiO.OO. 
FREOUENT CONCERTS AND RECITALS. 
PHYSICAL CDLTDB1. 
Chautauqua, Half Way to Chicago. 
Catalogues from " W« -A.. B)TD'F3’CJA.Fir0 
Syimemne, KT. "ST. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Bevofei to “THE ID@ ©F SMMJSENm55* 
Con ins tides and illut rati raso! it,! ntereatto vei j rg t 
and organ builder, the organ news of the day, a department of ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teacaors, and eight fsages of 
organ music. Yearly Subscription §i,fi0 (in advance).. -Sample copies 
26 cents. 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
Editor and publisher, 
149 A TRESVIONT ST., BOSTON. MA88, 
VS&BMm A. PQIP8E3 
WIIJ. ACCEPT KNSAGKMEM OB BECM OK THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD , THE WELL-KNOWN NEW YORK VOCAL TEACHER, - • 1 
WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE VOCAL. DEPARVMENT 
©yiMRa tm EMliraiE?cHE,3. 
tub . ® B 0 £ R i I Seat >r 
NORTHWE TERRI Ouil '4y <S5 u Summer Catalogue. 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Commencing ELB Q 
Minneapolis, minn. June 2fitli. villi' 1) Vty viuV L=id 
Permanent Address, Sd Broad Street, Elisabeth, AT. <J. 
Madame Pnpin gires her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad- 
v • ul - 3 s • dilt es > the Ns Keyb » J ial ms t 
el i nd conse ri in Peru yl as nd Oh the 
months. SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, QREENCA8TLE, IND. 
In xtctiot iven a all Da js rtm uts Bit I 
Pupil, Classical, Artist.Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work, 
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Pradlca and Shoot Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES EC, EOWE, SEAM, GHiSUMGASTIiU, 1MB, 
For Circulars of «^ VMw|^:i%u(asiitil apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gobin, a.m., d.d:, Dean of School of Theology. 
Augustus Lynch Mason, a.m., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
KlEW Y®K CffiLLESi OF KliSOC 
IIS aad 133 last iith Street. 
Pm®. 
Principal .of Vocal Department. 
isreations if a Eteidaun) 
By LOUIS LOii B, URID. 
Price SO Cents, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
anybody c«n peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first class artiRt.'Louis Lombard is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and his advice and every-day nhllosophy are full of sug¬ 
gestion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
cha era comt inicati he r« lira of h bee >. s < roa 53 , 
, r, f i,i ighlj imbt , „ . a i ideas • ich h 
happily applies in h to cultivate hi t among the growing 
g ation. H I 1 ume is a gei —Bocheelcr (M. Y.) Her aid. 
SMS BY iAIL(InHS7;pSTillt’ 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
T« v, !.o.' oi th . ... 
DRGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE ' 
502 Hamilton St Phliadelphh Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice, Full arrangements, made for 
stud t stud it • ( t it,- pr< fession. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 CHESTNUT, STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
BAZTES 
Cohoert Pianist and Lecturer, 
AH l- ches of Music taught. 
Faculty .comprises .the.,most eminent 
Instructors. 
• n reaching . d Teaching Befonn.” . B, i sn» ns snd 
Constantin Sternberg.....25 eta. 
“What 'Shall we Play, or Musical Ed-ffoatfos* in the Home.” 
Letters Lady" Fri* By O Reins k r*rai a d 
by John Rehmann,...........26eta. 
“Elementary Piano instruction for Teacher or PnpiL” By Aloys 
Hennes, ............15 eta. 
“Advice to. Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W; Bomt,..10 cts 
“Method ol Study.” fFor Amateurs.) By C. A. Macirore,.10 ote. 
TTlffle Fiw® mismt toy Hail ffiaup 50 ®te« 
Address Publisher, 
THE®. IP®[ISSUE, ©feOGfieaosS Of., 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
;F 7 _ srn I j> > Tom n£ ap . 
10th to the iwlidays. ; Special TerniB to parties on hia 'direct 
desiring rc ir *, "*. that ime 
TEESOK AKO 1^ST^0©T@K f . 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian • 
Methods. . ^ .. A •' 
Studio, -8 sfoolid Aye., - CLEVELAlfD, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovahni, Milan, Italy. ' 
jr^LP4I]E2© M;. OP 1ESCD'STo ( " K 'll i 
LEIPSIO AND WEIMAR, 1869-62 7 , \ 
-TERMS:- j 
@60.00 fortwenty one-honr lessons @30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. J'- 
37. Fort Avenue. orChickering'a, 152 Tremont St,, BOSTON, «—j rg»Y^ \ - * 
~ MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, ' ©BB^DCL 
T ^KAC B3I BCB& With g Ls^t^© E'skoulfey of Superior Instructors, aad 
a splendid building for its exclusive usei the Oberlia 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 685 students last year, c.Total expanse for on® 
year’s study (88 weeks) seed not exceed $800. 
... Terms beginSept. 16, Jan. 6, and April 5. 
If you are intending to . study Music in any of its 
branches,-send for-catalogue'to'-' ■■■ ■ 
;F. B. BIOS, Bfeecfew,' 
) ©BERLIN OHIO. 
<3000 nPiraTFRWS 3D3SSE,IBir3S13>o 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Di tionarj tas i centlj 's, T-r- issn d rhicb on >> *- up 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It sbonld 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
JPISKCTS SS CEEITS, 
Address ™E®P®KE 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
MASON’S “ TOUJCffi AM® TECMMIC.” 
Studio S, Carnegie Muoie Mali,) Tuesday 
Mew lork, I and Friday 
141 ELontague St., Brooklyn,} 
By GARL ItEM, MWS. BOO, 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Daha’s Peaotioai, Haeuohv... 
Daka’s Peactioai, Thobousb Bass.. 
The Art of FmotsEme...... 
Natiouax. School foe Coehet... 
PooaEEaarvia Studies for Vioub.. 
Afite 13 tha Publiaheta, 
PAHA’S miTSICAE i m 
WARHE93, ©HI©. PhiladelpMa, 
97 Fiftl • mnti flat Yorl, 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Mmtcal Director, 
' t hear them fron be tlantic to le I ifi < 
Labes to the Gulf. These Grand Harmonies and Divine Melodies 
are played by the best in the land. • ' ■ 
<< i ’ > *1 1 i -«r * h , s <, 1 ,i use th 
am ce-met >ice Culture and Singln « ught only in 
pi ' ate ( >ns, ed n . t e > * 1 - s The voice-m t d 
a st arrang I M Tubt He w tudeat of 1 tael Garcia 
I Behnb i Vm ha espearf ' >ndon, ai tonic r 
, i van i **1,1 *• Sin t Ins ut e n, no pupil ha fail d 
• * jood proere Ton a stud it, ou d do the same So 
would your mend. 
At present, students prefer New York as a centre for study. One 
becomes educated by association in a large city. Our Btudenis are 
found comfortable boarding-places. Can you have one or two terms 
in New York this year? Perhaps, when prepared, you would teach 
or sing professionally,—thus paying a return. If interested, send 
for full circulars. They tell of Method, Classes, Teachers, Location, 
etc. Address as above. 
THEY ARE MATCHLESS, 
I’ll® T’BaiE sdU >5is WMrtui « is. 
Round ®fif, . Vbe fUtveovan Cacleta, 
I<r£aCfl©imsall FenncfltoDeo, Trike <n>cel«fleirafl{Qll, 
The High Seliool CMet§, Semper B’Welis, 
TTh© Trinimpls ©ff Time, TTSs© Picador, 
The .©Hadtat®*', Waslilsigtoia !®®s4, 
Tlae ©rasades*. The M.©y©l Ia®gl©ii9 
The Belle of Chicago* 
[t £ simple bnt oomplei , hea bat lurable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
,j has a solid ooden back * Met >.1 ra ke * 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are .instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which ran the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s sub- 
< rij oh, of tl e B ;ud< - 
MTOIOAT, GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO Price, Pour Hands, 60 cts. each, 
Sant by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the price. 
-.-■A! -YFFFF5©: PUBLISHES BY . 
. H4RR1IGOLEMAN, . 
228 W. SISTH iSTREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 
For Sale by all Music Dealers in the United States. 
Imsfraetioa and Plassur© CombinodL 
It SPLOIID mm Fit! EVERY IlliBI. 
This game oondote of canto, on which the different notes and rests 
rej ited, one on every card ftei m erare dii rll t 
ho players, th arts ar« toyed in sue© < t d i <i1. i jg* they 
i re fayed until it vain i i le m 1 Is reach d, hen ? 
counts one for the person who played the fast card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, 6c., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru- 
njt-ct, whe who isl A > fester; in fact, all 
who are interested in mnaic, need this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. , 
The various keys in which mneio io written. 
The different Unde of time. 
? i ctioa a oaf lire c:~. ■ 
t t to learn to read ns 
Yon learn, while playing an Interesting game. 
\i r dil lei m vent i ildi a. 
Hews devoted to playing this game is not wasted, an la mod gnmea. 
A splendid ganto for evening parttea. 
A new deportee—entirely unlike any other game. 
P « nte » oh th i s chtt li a the . al i v a If no 
mu liolaaafii nseslv . 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study muido will find It to their advantage to play 
thisg a > - 1 tab ore ie, in inj lest 
. ■ Price 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
¥mi@b 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
©SYA®e-ii@©Si 
Tbs book ; contains everything for keeping Accofflatg 
of Music Teachers 5 Indes | Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER 
THISO, FBEBSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA, fS&4 CitociBit St, PfiStegsipala, Pa 
The inadequate remdisfrom ieoh ai: o ises ai the pkmo axe well known to piano, players, and form 
the gr s/ tier ho a | fidvai eem n ii piano playing. 
■ . \ .Science, having investigated this . • - . ___ z _ ’__ 
subject, . I 'dan, sxplain • 
the reasons .of such uneconomical re- . ‘ dgBK _ jr\ 
^ , ■ ... . . F'r - Yd .wr ~ ’ _ .”'v".• . 
suite, and can now supply at a cheap ■ £ ■■ Iri j 
cost a better' and more' direct process . ~-v'"r (©f '©) 17 j -C. _ ' CQj 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. ; • p 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per- H k\' \ Y 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is Invaluable to both them- ® i 
selves and their pupils. V % |,\ Jj 
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach- V\ s/-!|l 4 \Yv-v ’v’ ■ V -Jm / 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles I(J ^ 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y., ' / 
upon “Sensitive Piano Touch, and Ways and Means to its Acquibe- h ' © • >4F-F^fF / 
ment,” sent free, on application to - - 
—-THE— 
f3S©Hm(0®Sfc 
PEIOB sis. 
lorhood T( 
kk ‘_- ; Haider Li - 
MEW YORK. 
' ' LA.;WR.E 
SEVEN-OCTAVE 
C.A.N 1AIPFX ©@ 
of £Eb© ©rigflBar&i Famoras 
SBAii ORGANS, 
tat St, EASTON, PA., XT. S. A. 
__ 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with ® complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organfi| and the most exquisite 
The Meeds are the best patented 
brilliant AUegrdto or Staccato music 
| che same as on a Piano. Beware of 
I ment styled “Piano Organs” and 
WHITE TOR-PRICES. 
ESTABLISHES 1885. $20 a®C 
i _:: 
Our Concert 'Grand Orga 
structed as to insure the Most Bet 
operated by the knees. ThiB d< 
which often, through dump weath 
ance. The appearance of the Or| 
Piano. By a peculiar construct: 
possible, forming a qualifying b 
ity is obtained, differing from 
gradations of tone become possil 
design, and voiced so that the m 
can be executed without difficu! 
worthless imitations of this inst 
kindred names. 
Store than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891= 
OL1CITED. 
STfSJS 
Equal Development of Both Hands 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEG. PRESSER, COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER 
FH1C3S $1=00. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spindler, Huaten. Berlini, Kullak, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value. 
Contents.—Iffieinneelse, Christmas Eve; EiStelijner, Marche 
Celebre; ILoeschhorn,' Dance Hongroise; Schubert,' Op. 78, 
Menuet; Bannfeldei', Minstrel Song; Chopin, Funeral 
March; Sehiiteprt, Marche Heroique. 
With Particular Reference to the IJewlophient ©I 
She 'M’hird, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers- 
LLof each Hand, 
CATALOGUES FREE 
BY CHAS. W. LANDON, COMPOSED FOE PIANOFORTE BY 
323 T® 333 S®. CABAL STREET 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm. Mason and other 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued- eminent teachers. 
CHAS. W. LANDON, 
PRICE $1,50, 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Heed Organ, 
thic I a w generally used f r instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
COLUMBIA COLLECTION 
CLASSICAL v PSAMSJ S1I8I 
81IIKS1SI®It IN EfIKT 26ESPKCT T® .4NY J3®#M 
1 • ITS .4 ffH® JEW.} I i B 14fMi s * » WRfl. KKiAEill & e©05 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE, 
148 EiStSa Awe., near 804& St., NEW, Y0SK, 
SM Pennsylvania Awe., WASHINGTON, ®. €3 
Among its pages will be found many choice pieces by 
Joseffy, D’Albert, Grregh, Kientzl, Scharwenka, Hoeh 
sprung, Hyllested, Strelezki, Ashmall, Lassen, Raff, 
Liszt, Gruenfeid, Massanet, Jaell, Moor, Moffman, Pon- 
chielli, Sternberg, Schuy, Scholz, Manchester, and other 
cel.. rated comj: os rs; 
Every composition has been selected for some particu¬ 
lar merit, and every number weighed with critical dis¬ 
crimination before being admitted to this celled ion; 
each of the gems thus chosen may be considered unusu¬ 
al iy interesting, or very unique and characterise. 144 
pages, printed from stone on heavy paper, with a hand- 
some li ho graph lith - 
E-very 3=lca.aa.© Flayer a3a.oial.ci. e It. 
PRICE $1.00. 
©B8AM©® and MF'ilFlGKT® 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO Me TeachersWantefi. &£s^Sfflas?-Wt 
—i_AmerJoancCoUege^nd-Publio-Sofaool-DIreotoryir 
8END DOE CXEjSOEAE. 
PactorloG: Qrand RapWo and Muct'-eflon, Michigan, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
fOJg mrm 0^0 IWPfcpSDfl fr?' A Monthly Journal published in the interests 
JJ L l uL U u Lrv L=:U LiV-. Uu vLy L’W Lid ufs a 0f string Instruments and their Players. Sub¬ 
scription $1.00 per year; sample copies 10. cents each. Address Publishers 
' ' TIBDEj. ■VXOiLiI^T WORIjD; ' - . 
13 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - - - NEW YORK. 
© 
HU 
mmmZvm 
WmO^SI$lli§0M 
PALMER’S 
PIANO FBIMUjEI ■ LIFE SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. P©©tig© aid Yeafe®, II0- @tg. Esstra. 
“ $S.©@, with Fir-a^Q, Aiiip© (Ml 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following are now ready i— 
BEETHOVElj MEIDELSfSOHI, MOZABT, 
;: WA§IEE? HA1DELf OHOHH, IISZT* 
SOHUBEETs AID HAYDI 
• ' OfHlBI TO FOIiLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
W©4®a and toy such ^[Msletans • m JM?» 
Wn . H®»h, Bis? Wmm, W. , 
EIe Altoesrt 13 tPsansou » •• ,. 
It is oohoise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
i 7 *eai , je .)*" *i _• its a 1 jh rs. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
Sta 5 if ac ipted as a stai ed w k ii mo * of 
h( Colie 38 n America. > sal have b n phenome 
nal. Its price iff very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth,. em¬ 
bossed, 91.00'$ in .Board covers* f 5 c@als9 and in paper 
covers, #© c®ateo Address : : ;, ? ' 
TM'liioiE .IPMSSKIR,, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
Unbound Volumes for 1886 
A comprehensive -outline..of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of; schools and literary imstia 
tutions. 
Address. Publisher, 
These volumes contain from 18 to 2C. dollars worth of mugto in 
each year. Th© various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It la a peculiarity of The Mtiw&e that its 
• to ar f oubatau aland tasting <* 0 Mr ath ?ubli 
TiEiiiBE- PiEiSEi, ; 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
AMIli MM mSTMOWR 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY MElf. • 
London’s Reed Organ Method 
Price $1.60. By CHAS. Wf. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. !EI MWilC STOIEST, 
The very best sayings am musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rani of 
@7® AUTHORS SI SO® QUOTATfQHS. 
livery teacher—-every student—should own Musioal 
M®sai®a, Instructive, practical, interesting- and fasci¬ 
nating. 
As a presentation volume it eamot be-excelled. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
hept ill to the 1 ; aj >f prj sticin id < iraing t 
Pieces ar© eareSdly graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in art easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch Is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught - The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
fJcssnsl f©r a ©ample ©@pyD 
, THE®, PRESSES^ Publisher, 
1708 Chestnut SU Philadelphia;, Pa. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important ©vents 
In the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publish®?,, 
XHE0DOBE P1EBSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The 1 eehnlcon, 
A MEOEAMGAL APPHMTOE 
FOR THE - 
10ip IPssinso Technic Ffom the f« Bitow IMIMem. 
' \?m©m ©1 M©n W QOIEiLlf MSSK3S>a 
Lccscm cscysTiorj t© icig pdcfecgegh. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the-Von Billow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. ' This abridged edition mm lie need in most cases 
for th® complete work- Only the most difficult sad un¬ 
important ones have bees elxmin&ted. 
PRICE f^feC^C^, 
Pries, Teacher’s Sis®, 
Priea,-Student’s Sia-s, 
ini KliuTi gm nTa i 
Tomr 
i in® * "Tij wiAig n *lciu[i|[5 
Arthur po Schmidt, 
154 TBEDOBT ST., BOSTOB. BBSS., 
RaPSu© IP PHILO ©PIG?, 
seas AGENT 111 THE UNITED STATES BOB 
IHIenry Lifolf?, Brunswick, Germany; Edition Chonot 
' (Violin Music), anil flio Vienna Conoorvatory 
Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS 
IS THE J OUTHEJ SI COMES )! THI 
Section 1b 
WILD BE FOUND THE EXHIBIT OF 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES. 
A List of Standard Educational Works 
Foundation Studies in Pianoforte Playing# ■ 
By Stephen A. Emery. The very best method yet published for 
•use with beginners, and especially adapted lor 
ct i irt n Pricf 1150, n t. 
AND OTHER 
Set 5 and Hands. 
hen A. Emery. Fundamental Technique for the Piano¬ 
forte. An introduction to Tausig’s Daily Studies. 
P ri e $1.( 0, net. 
III Eaj ecli alne f > I’eael c •» o a $f« 
OB FOiJB BOOKS: 
JPJLMT? I.— The Hwo ~ integer JEIgcer'ciaes 
{School oj Tm eh), 
JPAHT? IXb—Hfihe Settles Hhythnticnlly 
^AS^eotccl {School ofJBviMictv&t Passages), 
PAMT^II.I,—Arpeggios -Mhythmically 
Tm 'fjPamage School), 
PAMU IVe—School of Octuve unM JBTWUTm 
Ela/ying, 
PRICE OF EACH..$1.00. 
By Carl Faeltrn. Price 75 cts., net. 
An invitation is also extended to all to visit my place of business 
ind e . > he exte: iv« 1 > . £ ah* . t - nd mu* mol 
_ ur att< >t is particuU y cs > ’ o the ellenc of j he toe 
both as to let < baracter, and to the aupt rity of editions 
By A. D. Turner. Op. 30. Pi ice, Pt. 1,81-50; Pt. 2, 81.25. 
11 two t *1 I ce 1.25 eacl 
limn jpoirteir. 
By Edmund Hbupert. Op. 67. Price 75 cts. 
13 Easy Octave Studies (Ira the Major Keys) for the 
Efawoforte 
By A. D. TurnerV Op. 20. Price 90 cts. 
TfUne JEeddeE1 Class ®ff MItrasflc sa Specialty, 
T®iseB. mmol T@©Ia]mie 
ipJ tn > iginal system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
A collection Etudes for the Pianoforte selected at arranged in 
progressive order. By Arthur Foote. Price $1.00, net. 
An active use of the pupil's mind in techni- By E. A. MacDowell. Op. 39, 
development; the application of accents, thus By Charles Buttschardt, with additions by Arthur Foote, 
Price $l.( . net. 
TITE are reducing stock in all departments pre- 
* ' paratory to removal. 20 to 50 per cent, dis¬ 
count on all goods. 
By Arthur Foote. For the proper use of the Damper Pedal, 
Price 35 cts. 
The Art of Phrasing. 
30 Vocalises by C. Gloggner-Castelli. Edited by G. Fedehlein, 
Book I, price $1.50. Soprano or Tenor, Contralto, 
Baritone, or Bass. 
Book II, price $2.50. Soprano or Tenor,-Contralto. 
MAELZEL+ METRONOMES 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice, 
By A kri Arthur. Price 76 h ,n€ 
Etude Album for the Organ. 
A collection of Etudes for the Organ. Selected and arrange 
progressive order, with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin- 
g< we < 't t 11 indu t .1 y Evebei 
' ' “ ‘ Truktte. Price $i.50, net. 
Without Bell, only 
With “ 
WE AL80 OFFER 
* oiic hi ud • tii soil . Belt d in an ge 
progressive ord harms N A lei 
Price SI 25, net. 
Usual Price $22 
every chie to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap- 
$8.00 plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
$12 OO technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Hr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been eo 
Goods sent on approval any where in United ingenious and thorough as his. 
States. Send for Catalogues. This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
Mention the etude subject, representing the ripened musical axpari- 
' snea of the distinguished author, who is a twanhar 
F. H. GRIFFITH & CO., “*»*««* by the Goo. .feted. 
v We have never .offered teachers more valuable 
1102 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. works than these. 
ietionarj of Musical Terms and Element of Music 
By Edwin M. Lott and O. B. Brown. Pric e 60 cts., net. 
Usual Price $20 
Usual Price $18, 
Complete Violin Outfits, 
Usual Price $25 
By . S. B Iathb Systematic lew t rypical Forms 
of Modern Music. ' Price 80 cts., net. 
Elements ©f Harmony; 
By Stephen A. Emery. A Clear and Concise Method of Teaching 
Ha m ny, i -; tor 1 ; ears b the c cuing conser a 
torie i and tet hers j : It •* $1 ,, net. 
Supplementary Exercises, Chants, and Chorals to 
Element! o Harmony. 
- By Stephen A. Emery. Price 60 cts., net. 
$-ft splet© €J -i I* ° Calslcgna ex 
*. ee upora aj pile aftiou, 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
